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Some Questions on “Conundrum of Modern Christianity”       Issue date: 28 Oct 2008 
 
 
Hi there FutureLife! 
 
I have been reading your essay on “Conundrum of Modern Christianity” and I have a few concerns over it! 
 
Page 1 – You say that people ask “how could a sinless, holy God love this world?”  He does not love this set-up. 
Man (Adam) chose to make Satan his master in the Garden of Eden and we have been suffering ever since. 
However, God does love man, his creation. Just as earthly parents love their children unconditionally. It does 
not matter how your children grieve you, disappoint you, go astray – you go on loving them, but you do not love 
what they are doing and you pray they will repent and turn away from those things, Just as God longs for us to 
turn away from sin and walk on a path of righteousness. Jesus said in John.12v “The prince of this world ...” ie 
Satan. It is Satan, ruling in men’s hearts that is responsible for so much of the suffering we see around us – not 
God. God gave man free will so he cannot go back on that even though He knew Adam was making a terrible 
mistake. That is why Jesus was “the Lamb slain before the foundation of the world” ... God’s answer to Satan’s 
hijack. Of course Christian leaders do not think God loves this present set-up – they believe He loves his 
creation. After all he sent His son to redeem it. 
 
Page 3 – (quote 2) You talk a lot about imitating Jesus so that those shall not perish .... but have everlasting life. 
I would prefer to exchange the word “imitating” for “having the fruit of the spirit”. Again salvation is a gift to 
those who accept the sacrifice Jesus made for them – it is a free gift – you do not have to work for it. I want to 
walk in righteousness before God because I love, honour and worship Him. Not because I believe it will save 
me – only the blood can do that. 
 
Page 5 – You talk about worldly leaders motivating the congregation for worldly pleasures seeking on a 
frivolous level (nice experience). True worship of God in the assembly is truly beautiful thing which lifts the 
worshipper above the things of this world and I believe that God intended man to enjoy the act of worship as 
much as He does in receiving it.  How can you speak on this subject when you have never been in a church 
worshipping God in a free, released manner?  David, who was loved by God says in Psalm 150 “Praise Him 
with trumpet sound, praise Him with harp and lyre. Praise him with timbrel and dancing; praise Him with 
stringed instruments and pipe. Praise Him with loud cymbals; praise Him with resounding cymbals, let 
everything that has breath praise the Lord.”  I have been in churches where such worship is given to God and it 
is beautiful. 
 
Page 5 – You say the millennium cannot come into being until God has his full quota of sons but again it is all 
about Israel. It is when the army of 200,000,000 come against her that the Lord will return and fight to defend 
Israel and in that day they will know that Jesus was, is Messiah. Then there will be weeping and wailing, every 
tribe apart, so the word tells us, when they realise they rejected Him the first time around. 
 
Page 6 – You ask 6 questions “when has the reader ever ... ...”. Well, I have heard all these things being 
preached in the churches I have attended.  I do not know what churches you have attended! 
 
 
 
 
FutureLife’s Reply: 
 
Firstly – A big “Thank You” for your time in writing this piece to prompt reasoning and self-examination. 
You are voicing some very widely held views and it is pleasing for me to precisely explain why this website has 
been written – because hopefully this should come out within the answers given to your observations. 
 
 
Page 1 – You say that people ask “how could a sinless, holy God love this world?”  He does not love this set-
up. Man (Adam) chose to make Satan his master in the Garden of Eden and we have been suffering ever since.  
I think that we all agree with that statement – and this I state throughout the website. 
 
However, God does love man, his creation.  
Sadly, while we have the worldly Trinity myth as prime in worldly Christian doctrine where the most ardent 
advocates claim it is a mystery to them! -  But we also have the teaching of Jesus: “Search and it shall be made 
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known” (thus not a mystery), and also Jesus said to his disciples to become later his apostles “To You it has 
been made Known” (thus not a mystery) and when Jesus answered Simon’s statement that only Yahweh could 
have told Peter that Jesus Christ was the son of God (thus not The Almighty God) – then I think it is very 
important to understand of what “God” you are speaking! 
Please see my thesis on “ho theos” where I carefully analyse every occurrence of this in The New Testament to 
show how the reasoning of traditional scholars is utterly flawed. 
My reasoning lifts up a 3 dimensional picture out from the 2 dimensional writings as I put myself into the head 
of the apostles when they wrote their gospels and letters to reveal this radically new understanding (this I did 
when I translated The New Testament from the original Greek myself – because I could not trust the fidelity of 
existing English translations – where I now know the NIV is one of the worst translations (and give evidence to 
show the veracity of this claim). 
So with absolute certainty I can categorically state that Jesus Christ is “the specific god” of us, while Yahweh is 
“The Specific God” of Jesus Christ – this is what The New Testament clearly tells us in the original Greek – but 
all this is important information is just lost in the most inept translations available today – except where I 
explain all this within the NT Translation as given on this website www.FutureLife.Org . 
Thus we have a distinction between Yahweh “The Specific God” - and Jesus “the specific god” of us. 
We are also told by The Bible from this understanding that it was Jesus who created all life on this planet and 
thus it is Jesus who is wholly responsible for all life on this planet. Jesus was given this responsibility by his 
Father Yahweh when this planet was a barren wasteland – but I explain all this on www.FutureLife.Org and in 
The Glossary under the appropriate sub-sections “JCg”, “Creation (The)”, “World”, etc. 
Thus it is Jesus who loves his own personal creation on this planet (obviously using his Father’s Holy Spirit – 
please see Glossary for what this term really means – for it is not what worldly Christian doctrine in utter and 
illogical error, being contrary to what The Scriptures teach us about The Holy Spirit). And it is Jesus who 
assumes The Responsibility to redeem The Culmination of his creative powers – because Jesus loves his 
creation and died for his creation before his Father’s decree on sin. However Jesus detests all the deviant activity 
on this planet both the blatant, but moreover the sublime – being his Father’ Word being distorted by worldly 
Christian Leaders whose inner self (= their personality/spirit/desire) is for The World (else why not search out 
The Truth and start teaching it) – thus being what The World delivers on the back of distorting Yahweh’s Word! 
Thus it is Yahweh who detests this pariah planet which is presently in quarantine from the rest of The Universe 
(which is why SETI is a waste of time – and I explain why elsewhere) – but Yahweh loves those very specific 
humans who are ardently imitating Jesus’ ministry in present hardship where their inner-self (= their 
personality/spirit/desire) is for Yahweh’s word but gain nothing from The World by broadcasting it – all as 
precisely The Bible teaches us. 
And further you seem to have completely missed the section in my writings the very important fact that it is The 
Personality (=The Spirit/Desire – see Glossary) that drives the works which we see expressed. It was Paul that 
teaches us to change our personality (so that we do not desire to create evil works) and further it was Yahweh 
Who on many occasions killed (= the 1st Death that Jesus made “asleep”) many humans in The Old Testament – 
which you seem to have forgotten about!  Thus quite clearly Yahweh does not like certain individuals and to 
state in a broad sense that God (Yahweh) loves man when there is all this pain and suffering makes Yahweh 
look impotent and ridiculous in the eyes of The World. 

Is this what Jesus or the apostles taught us? 
In fact can you or anyone else reading this passage quote The Bible where its states “(Yahweh) God 
loves man”? 

Note: I have covered John.3v16 where in actuality it is Jesus as the specific god of us who loves what his 
creation can be in The Culmination after it has been sifted and the dross of those iniquitous people removed. 
Let me quote my most accurate translation of the original Greek and the inter-verse commentary of John.3v16 
for The world to view “The Absolute Truth”: 
I felt moved to include a few verses either side of the quoted verse, and my inter-verse commentary to help 
explain the context of how this written. 
Where “og” = Original Greek being word for word the exact translation given in normal font. 

John    3v14 og Also even as Moses elevated/exulted/raised the serpent in the wilderness (Num.21v4-9), so be  
John    3v14 og elevated/exulted/raised must (JC) the son of the man(kind). 
John    3v14 Some background here (with our minds working in ‘prophecy/archetypical mode). 

Remember the reason why John writes everything down in his Gospel. It is that everything he writes has an underlining meaning! 
The Old Israelite Nation (always represents The Christian Nation operating now) had just left Egypt (always represents the world of Satan as 

did all the administrations outside The Old Israelite Nation). They had embarked on a journey (of their life) to the Promised Land Canaan 
(always represents The New Spiritual Israel) being God’s chosen place for them. 

As usual most of the Israelite Nation hated the edifying but plain/’miserable’ food God gave to them and so they hankered after the 
choice food that grew on the Nile delta. And thus The Israelite Nation as a whole rebelled in their works/lifestyle against God. 

Now rewriting this with our minds in ‘prophecy/archetypical mode: 
As usual most of the Christian Nation hated the edifying (spiritually healthy) but plain/’miserable’ (= being the instruction/work 
required of a TC and it was not the lovely ‘sound-bites’ to tickle the listener’s ears) God gave to them and so they hankered after 
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the choice (= seductive looking = everything this website warns about) food that grew in the world (under Satan’s control). And as 
such The Christian Nation as a whole rebelled in their works/lifestyle against God. 

Rather unpleasant reading for most people but I am only translating God’s message for us to read, because The Bible tells us it is written as a 
warning for us to react/respond positively to His Word (by edifying ourselves to Yahweh’s requirements for the long term benefit of all of us) 
and not to disregard it to our own future harm! 
So we are aware that during this period The Nation as the whole “moaned/grumbled against God and Moses” about the fact they were ‘out of 
the world’ and living, on what they perceived to be, a sparse existence in the wilderness (which in prophecy always means ‘away from worldly 
people’). 
Then the passage says: 
“God sent (in reality means “allowed to appear/occur”) venomous snakes who bit the people and many Israelites died!” 

Again we must swing our minds into ‘prophecy/archetypical mode’: 
What does the snake represent in the Bible? 

The snake always is used as a term meaning “words of deception” from what we read in The Bible where Eve was seduced by the “snake” (in 
reality an entity that was used by Satan in his act of ventriloquism, not being the only example of this occurring in The Bible). Thus we read 
these snakes were allowed by Yahweh to bite (= effect action) and many died from the venom of the snake. 

Again we must swing our minds into prophecy/archetypical mode: 
What does the act of biting and dying from the venom normally represent in The Bible? 

We now understand from the actions of The Christian Nation, Yahweh then allows The Christian Nation to reap the rewards of the malicious 
uprising against Yahweh through the “words of deception” that come from within and without The Christian Nation that bite the members of 
The Christian Nation. And the venom is so bad that many will be allowed by Yahweh to die everlasting, and thus not see ‘The Promised Land’ 
being The New Spiritual Israel. 
All I can say to the reader is: “Look around you now – Is this what you see now amongst The Christian Nation?”  I ask: “Do I lie?” 
All this was prophesied by illustration some 4000 years again and raised again in John’s Gospel account again speaking of the now soon to 
occur ‘The End Times’. 

Then the passage says (paraphrasing): 
“Then the people cried out to be saved and for Yahweh to have mercy upon them. Take away the snakes from us. Then Yahweh told Moses to 

make a model of a bronze snake, to then elevate it so that any one who had been bitten should look upon it and then live.” 
Again we must swing our minds into ‘prophecy/archetypical mode’: 

When The Christian Nation is aware that it the poisonous deceptive words operating within the nation that is killing them, then they will turn to 
Yahweh for help from the venom within the nation. Yahweh then uses The Snake now instructed from Yahweh to mean the righteous words 
from Yahweh to counter the words of venom that have engulfed The Christian Nation. This does not mean it happened the once specifically at 
the time JC was here during his ministry but John wrote it to mean the coming ‘End Times’. When perhaps in Revelations it speaks of ‘The 
Great White Multitude’ who turn to Yahweh having washed their clothes in the blood of JC it means this period of self examination and they 
turn on-mass to Yahweh after “The Harlot has been destroyed” (see Revelations). 
Very important note: 

How can a snake be attributed to JC the most perfect entity, one who can only speak words of The Truth? 
It must be understood by the reader that it is the appearance – how it is perceived by the viewer is how they see JC! 
It must be stated here that JC is perfect absolutely, and no deception comes out of his mouth! 
But the Snake is used as a symbol for JC because JC is seen like this generally (but not all) by The Religious Leaders of the world who are 
perpetuating much of the poison being demonstrated in their works as confusion/deception/misinformation/{bad lifestyle}/etc within The 
Christian Nation. Because it is generally (but not all) The Religious leaders of the world (throughout all time) who consider his words to be 
venomous to their way of life – his words hurt/cramp their lifestyle and thus JC is an object of disgust (though they may outwardly pay lip-
service to him or ‘appear to venerate JC’, but they inwardly reject him in their thoughts that drive their lifestyle made visible as hypocrisy). 
JCg is the heart-knower and can peer into the inner most depths of the human body to view what really motivates a human. 
Please note: Just by living self-induced life of material ‘poverty’ does not make you a TC, because the Bible also tells us that a TC must be 
actively mixing within the world every day of their life accurately promoting God’s Word, this cannot be done in ‘hours of silence’ 
contemplating your navel! 
This is not the type of worship God desires as The Bible constantly tells us but the opposite, because it sets the wrong connotations of His 
Word as being remote from the people which sadly, is precisely what Satan desires! 
JC said: “I have come to preach ‘The Lord’s Acceptable Season’” and clearly this must be to all the world - else there is not much point! 
John    3v15 og That every (one) believing/entrusting/committing into him (= JC) not be perished/lost/destroyed 
John    3v15 og but may have life everlasting (I explain in meticulous detail in other sections how this logically operates). 
John    3v16 og For so loved “the specific god” (= JCg) the world (= his personal creation) so as the son (of the)  
John    3v16 og Him (= Son = JCg of the Yahweh) the Only-Begotten (JCg is the 1st FirstFruit to be resurrected by Yahweh  
John    3v16 og after serving a perfect ministry to Yahweh on this Earth)  
John    3v16 og (one) (= whole = all people) the (one = having The Fidelity) entrust/commit/believe/{have faith} into  
John    3v16 og him (JC) not be perishing/dying/destroyed but may have life everlasting.  
John    3v16  So what does this mean?   Because it is different in two aspects to what is normally preached, and sadly what is 

preached leads to confusion – thus there are human falsehoods somewhere within the present worldly interpretation. It is up to us to find out 
what these falsehoods are, to bring consistency within The Whole Bible to counter atheists’ claims of inconsistency! 

First claim of inconsistency by atheists is: How can God love the world while there is all the pain and suffering within it? 
The standard worldly Christian response is: He loves the humans and not their actions. 
Sadly this is an absolute rubbish answer!  It is inconsistent with logic and I fully explain why in other books of The Bible. 
Let me explain what this verse means and thus answer the atheists correctly! 

First what God is which? 
Standard worldly Christian Theory to support The Trinity falsehood just muddles everything up to create mysteries and confusion – so I need 
to extract understanding out of this muddle to provide a foundation to work upon. Naturally the understanding must be fully supported by ALL 
Biblical text (both original Greek and Hebrew). 
I have written the exact Greek (word for word) in v16 above for us to now reason upon together. 

Let me state my assumptions/reasoning that are not contradicted by The Bible (most are directly supported by The Bible in its entirety). 
1. Yahweh God created the Universe some 14 billion years ago – thus created the basic Laws of Nature. 
2. Because of (1) Yahweh logically operates outside and inside our Universe. 
3. JCg is the son (= lesser entity) of Yahweh God, and was given an assignment by his Father Yahweh. 
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4. Because of (3) JCg can only operate within The Universe and his sector of influence (of however large) contains the planet 
Earth. 

5. Some 5 billion years ago Yahweh gave JCg this planet Earth to ‘experiment with’. 
6. From (5) over a period of time JCg created differing forms of life here on Earth (and perhaps elsewhere) using Yahweh’s HS. 
7. JCg even created animals having a very ‘human like form’ as shown in the fossil records. (Evolutionists call them ‘pre-homo-

sapiens’) 
8. Finally JCg created a species that could “be like us” thus JCg was speaking to some other Entity = his Father about his 

experimentation. 
9. Thus JCg put this “like us” species (= reasoning/thinking/recognising deity) into the most effective animal frame at the time = 

humanoid. 
10. Item (9) occurred about 6000 years ago. We see the records of rapid growth from the results of intelligent life (based upon time 

scales as best as we can, with the instruments we presently have, including their inherent uncertainties of measurement and 
current assumptions). 

11. JCg cares for his personal creation (just like any dedicated designer – I include myself in this – you want the very best for your 
creation). 

12. Satan asserts local (= earthly) authority over this reasoning creation that is “like us” through our personal choice. 
13. From (12) we have ignored Yahweh’s Decree, thus we now operate in faulty DNA frames to face eternal death (up to this point 

in time). 
14. Now we enter John 3v16. Where JCg loved his creation so that he offers his life as a pardon for his creation before The Ultimate 

Authority 
15. Why (14)? Because The Ultimate Authority = Yahweh has ultimate control/power but being righteous must make righteous 

decisions (else other entities can claim unrighteousness, for example Satan would do this and other entities could then only say 
‘Yes’ they had seen it). 

16. Thus Yahweh can righteously pardon (for their sins) those who ACTIVELY take on JC in their lifestyle (= TCs imitating JC). 
17. Item (16) can occur in a TC’s 1st life and if pardoned, you become as JCg in stature by becoming The Bride of Christ = Son of 

Yahweh. 
18. Only Yahweh can make the decision in (17) for His Sons and not JCg.  (And most certainly not worldly religious leaders ‘making 

saints’). 
19. Those humans not meeting The Standard in (16) in their 1st life are given one last opportunity because of (14) spoken of in v16. 
20. From (19) we have The Millennium for all humans (resurrected again into fleshly bodies) to have their very last opportunity to 

live forever by fulfilling (16) after they have known both Good (in The Millennium) and Evil (during the 6000 years under 
Satan’s rule). 

21. JCg with his Bride (formally TCs in their 1st lives) will then judge fleshly humans because they have been assigned by Yahweh to 
do this.  
Yahweh judged humans who declared their interest in Christianity and demonstrated it during their 1st lives (as TCs) to bring 
out the Kings/Priests to be married to His Son JCg and thus become part of Yahweh’s exclusive Family. 
Then righteously JCg and his Bride being Yahweh’s Family then judge all remaining humans to become part of JCg’s now DNA 
family. 
Thus logically Yahweh creates his spiritually based family and JCg creates his DNA based family. 

That basically is it! 
No waffle to ‘paper over’ inconsistencies (nor ignoring certain passages within the Bible because they do not fit the current falsehoods) 
because within the reasoning outlined above, there are none!  It is also fully supported by The Bible (and not any other worldly false religion – 
that reek of inconsistencies just like worldly Christianity). I welcome any worldly comment on This Truth to substantiate their wayward 
understanding. 
So let us explain to atheists The True Understanding. 
There are two very separate Gods that are directly applicable to us. 

1. There is Yahweh God (The Master/Ultimate Authority) who sets ALL Standards = Perfect Standards for all in The Universe to 
follow. 

2. There is JCg being “the specific god” (‘ho theos’) of us.  JCg is directly responsible for his personal creation to Yahweh. 
We humans are subject to both Gods whether we like it or not. Ultimately, death subjects us to them. Our 1st death now becomes 
as JC tells us just “asleep”. Our/The 2nd Death becomes eternal for us all – because JC only died the once for us.  

At present we are alien to Yahweh and He detests us. (See John 3v36) Legitimately/righteously we are to be eternally destroyed, but because 
“JCg so loved the world” and Yahweh respects (loves because of JC’s selfless sacrifice for his personal creation) His Son JCg’s 
desires/wishes for his creation (those who desire to believe through their selfless action to their neighbour) then we all have just this one 
opportunity to be saved from eternal death. 
We either: 1. Imitate JC now in our 1st life to become like JCg (guaranteed never to die in a spiritual body) or:  2. We leave it till The 
Millennium to imitate JC where again we can live forever but it is not guaranteed because we will be resurrected not like JCg, but as we are 
now in a fleshly DNA body that is subject to The 2nd Death if we choose at any point in our future life to sin again. 
Thus in The Culmination Yahweh too will love The Result of His son’s (JCg) actions = all those saved humans living on in their 2nd life. 
This is however not what worldly Christianity preaches. I also believe other worldly religions like Islam preach similar falsehoods (= no 
Millennium) 
But that is precisely what JC came to this world to preach about: = Yahweh’s Acceptable Season = The Millennium for ultimate salvation!  
But how often is it preached of by the worldly Religious leaders? 
John    3v17 og For not {sent out}/{set apart} “the Specific God” (Yahweh) the son of Him (Yahweh) into the 

world that he (JCg) judge the world but that may be saved the world through him (JCg).  
John    3v17 Directly supports explanation of v16 (and again, standard worldly Christianity muddle ‘Gods’) 
JCg was not sent to the world by Yahweh that he may judge the world but to save the world. JC came to this world that he might give an 

opportunity for all to come to know/understand Yahweh (know/understand = imitate JC in your life style, if not then you become a 
hypocrite). Either this occurs now in one’s 1st life to become a TC and thus judged by Yahweh to be worthy as His son, else it occurs in 
your 2nd but last opportunity in The Millennium to imitate JC (when the whole world is out to help you – mutual love to help your 
neighbour to live a righteous lifestyle of selflessness). 

And it is the TC demonstrating this now (steward in small things) to edify their neighbour in righteousness is one who now does Yahweh’s 
Desire. 

Thus as the text says we all have been given an opportunity to be saved permanently through JC’s actions either now (as TCs being 
resurrected in spiritual bodies), or later (in fleshly bodies) provided we personally ACT on it, demonstrated by works.  
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John    3v18 og The (one = person) entrusting/committing/believing/{have faith} into JC (= imitate JC) not being  
John    3v18 og judged (‘middle voice’ =judgement is upon themselves through their own actions does not occur =still worthy  
 
John    3v18 od during their continuous assessment by Yahweh). And the (one) not entrusting/committing/{have faith}  
John    3v18 og (= not imitating JC) already being judged (‘middle voice’ = judgement is upon themselves through their own  
John    3v18 og actions) because not he has entrusted/committed/believed/{had faith} into the name of the only  
John    3v18 og begotten son (= JC) of the God (= Yahweh). 
John    3v18  This verse is not to be taken lightly – it is a very serious verse. 
This is speaking of Christians and of no one else. It says we are to imitate JC by taking on his name. You can only take on a person’s name by 

imitating them else you are a ‘liar to The Name’ you are taking on (and they despise you for falsifying their name). If your actions show 
yourself to be a liar to The Name of JC, then to atheists (and to those of other religions) you become as a hypocrite to what you are 
supposed to represent in ‘your ministry’. 

Just pressing all the correct buttons in your ministry speech to sound nice and beguiling to your listeners does not make you a True Christian 
(TC) in the ‘eyes’ of Yahweh. 

If you claim to be a Christian then your lifestyle must be like JC – we are told to imitate JC = to take on his name. Sadly this is rarely seen as a 
continuous operation in a human, and hence I believe there are only very few TCs during The Gospel Age. 

It is much worse to claim that you are a Christian (particularly a leader) and then to preach half-truths (= deceptive lies) to distort God’s 
perfect Word from The Bible. They are the ones who will receive God’s Vengeance, because it is a personal attack against His Word (for 
Him to be vengeful of). 

John    3v19 og And this is the judgement (of humans in the world) because the light (= The Truth explained by God’s  
John    3v19 og Word, through  JC) has come into the world, also loved the men (through selfishness) more the  
John    3v19 og darkness (= Satan’s worldly system of self-gratification) than the light (= The Truth principally, to love your  
John    3v19 og neighbour more than yourself) for were evil/wicked (= away from Yahweh’s required Standard) of them the  
John    3v19 og works (that they do).  
John    3v20 og For every (one = person) the evil/wickedness practicing (= anything not reaching Yahweh’s Standard =  
John    3v20 og thus could apply to ALL of us at some/many time(s) in our life) hates/detests the light (when it exposes our  
John    3v20 og unrighteous actions that we choose to do), also does not come to the Light (because we do not want our  
John    3v20 og actions to be exposed and thus become accountable for our actions) that not be reproved (= thus to improve  
John    3v20 og lifestyle) the works (lifestyle) of him. (Perhaps worldly self-righteous Christian humans have nothing to fear – 

because they practice no wrong in their lifestyle?) 
John    3v21 og And the (one = person) doing The Truth (= imitating JC) comes to The Light (= JC = The Word of God) 
John    3v21 og that may be revealed (to all humans) of him the works (he did in his 1st life at 1st 2nd C when the TC is  
John    3v21 og transformed to Son of God), because in (to the) God they exist having been worked” (out in their lifestyle 

to imitate JC = TCs). 
 
Hopefully the exact Greek translation plus my additional notes helps clarify precisely what Yahweh is teaching 
us within His Word – because none of this accuracy comes out either in the worldly bible translations nor within 
the sermons given by worldly Christian leaders – as the correspondent demonstrates in the looseness of their 
definition of “God” – that I needed to clarify here to obtain “The Absolute Truth” – hence my ardent searching 
in the pursuit of precision – else we enter the fog of Worldly Wisdom – see my essay on “What is Truth”. 
 
 
Just as earthly parents love their children unconditionally. It does not matter how your children grieve you, 
disappoint you, go astray – you go on loving them, 
Yes and no – again the correspondent demonstrates a lack of precision being pandemic in this world. 
Jesus Christ loves his creation and is working with Yahweh to redeem those very specific members of his 
creation that personally desire to be redeemed (by ultimately imitating their mentor through real belief)! 
For The Bible teaches us that many humans will be utterly destroyed – everlasting, while many false religious 
groupings teach of the flaming fires of hell and eternal damnation – how can this teaching be reconciled with 
what the correspondent has just stated “God loves man – his creation” and “Just as earthly parents love their 
children unconditionally” – this is all confusing, very worldly teaching – that leads to the present chaos that we 
progressively witness where this deviant (= against Yahweh’s Desire – thus satanic) teaching infers that humans 
can do whatever they want for they are unconditionally loved!  This is monstrous – look at the result of this false 
teaching in The World today getting so much worse over the last couple of decades!  It is a blank cheque to go 
about in your life and do what you like, based upon the incorrect understanding of “Love” please see Glossary 
that explains the four Greek words for “Love”.  
So again I need to explain what is really happening – because we are all personally accountable for our actions 
driven by our personality and ultimately we shall not be loved (and certainly NOT unconditionally) if we do not 
reform “ourselves” (= “our personality” - as Paul specifically instructs of us)! 
So let us precisely explain what is occurring: 

Jesus has rescued all of us “unconditionally” from “The Curse of Satan” running down through the 
generations from Adam and Eve on a decision that our ancestors made on our behalf, to thus give us all 
a second opportunity in The Millennium to learn what society is like away from Satan’s desire being 
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fulfilled in (the 2nd part of) our life – where we are taught to put our neighbour’s interests before our 
own (and must practice it –else face The 2nd Death of annihilation). 
Jesus only “loves” his creation generically and is looking to the future of The Culmination where those 
specific humans who on an individual basis desire to imitate his lifestyle shall become either his bride 
(of 144000 – being his former “body” now “become as one in marriage”) or his children (the successful 
remaining ones) delivered by having been truly “Born Again” (see Glossary for what this term really 
means) during The Millennium. 
Jesus and Yahweh are “grieving” at the present situation causing the weaker members of society to 
feel the greatest pain from the self-indulgency expressed by those with the power to express it –being 
lead “astray” by their self-indulgent desire (selfishness) being The Trait expressed by Satan. That is 
why we make Satan our god over this world while he still has tenancy over this planet and ‘all’ upon it. 
Ultimately those humans who maintain a resistance/opposition to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire when 
having The Knowledge (of reforming their personality to put their neighbour’s interests before their 
own) become iniquitous (= knowing what is wrong and enjoy sinning) become satanic 
(resist/oppose/adversarial to Yahweh’s Desire) shall be detested by Yahweh and removed by Christ 
Jesus at the standard judgement during The Millennium where they will face The Annihilation of The 
2nd Death. 
Thus the reader is able to see that “you go on loving them” (implied as indefinite) is a nonsense and 
opposes/resists/adversarial (= satanic) to Yahweh’s Desire for a perfected society in The Culmination! 

 
 
 but you do not love what they are doing  
Again the correspondent seems to ignore the fact (stated within the quoted essay) that our works are created by 
our personality being how we personally created our synapse construction by The Environment (being Satan’s 
Environment now) which can be modified by ‘the self’ (in Jesus’ Environment, local now OR global in The 
Millennium). This modification in personality can only occur if ‘the self’ so desires to modify their present 
deviant worldly personality (because it is “The Personality” that is to be retained by Yahweh while we “sleep” 
awaiting our resurrection into The Millennium – see “Heavenly Treasure” in Glossary). 
BUT our personality defines US as individuals – irrespective of what body we inhabit to deliver the works 
(compare Jesus and Satan) – thus through the obviously logical deduction, Yahweh and Jesus presently do not 
like “the personality” ether of those doing those specific works, being those specific works that Yahweh and 
Jesus presently do not like! 
Which is precisely why we are told to throw away our old body and put on a new body (personality) in which 
we are also told we are to put on white garments (where white = perfect, and garments = clothing = personality). 

There is absolutely no getting around that logical deduction and it is all specifically what The Bible 
tells us absolutely. 

But it flies in the face of what worldly Christian leaders teach (and what the correspondent has merely repeated) 
only because worldly Christian Leaders have not the faintest idea of The Subject Matter – else they would not 
come out with such stupid statements – that atheists would immediately laugh at! 
It is to counter this stupidity of “worldly wisdom” that keeps ever-driving me on to write more material for this 
website to oppose Satan’s adversarial attacks on Yahweh’s perfect Word of logical righteousness/equitability to 
produce a most righteous/equitable society. 
 
 
and you pray they will repent and turn away from those things,  

What does this really mean?  
For it is what worldly Christian Leaders teach us! 

But actually it is a rubbish statement and there is nothing in The Bible that states and I quote: 
“We are to pray that they are to repent and turn away from those things”. 

This common phrase merely comes from The World based upon faulty worldly wisdom! 
However we are told to pray over those who are sick - but never to pray for a personality change for another 
individual!  For that is between Yahweh and The Individual. 
And, also The Bible extensively teaches us to pray to Yahweh for our fellow Christians over matters that we can 
do nothing – thus call upon extraterrestrial influence to assist in removing the environmental problems that True 
Christians face – being the opposition The World throws at them – only because the life of a True Christian 
imitating Jesus shows the hypocrisy of the worldly religious leaders (John.16v1-4). 
However, while we are instructed not to pray for a personality change of another individual, we are rather 
instructed to go over and talk to them, to accurately explain the scriptures to them (if receptive) – so that:- 

1. We take on the responsibility of imitating Jesus to preach by accurately explaining Yahweh’s Word. 
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2. It then becomes a personal responsibility where it is reliant upon the recipient to take up this 
knowledge and then express it in their life (with your external assistance). 

3. Yahweh then expresses His Holy Spirit within them as the new embryonic personality which starts to 
grow within the individual. 

This whole sequence will not occur if we shirk our initial responsibility of practicing item (1) by avoiding our 
prime requirement to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire (to imitate Jesus). 
This whole procedure is precisely what The Bible instructs us to do – I welcome any reader to deny what I sate 
here – obviously using The Bible quoted in context to support what is stated. 
I strongly encourage the reader to carefully digest my essay entitled “Why do we pray?”  Where I carefully 
explain how we should pray to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire (using examples in The Bible to guide us) – but it is most 
certainly not how we are instructed to pray by our worldly Christian Leaders (I have so many transcripts)! 
 
 
Just as God longs for us to turn away from sin and walk on a path of righteousness.  
I fully agree – but The Bible instructs us to be part of the process of assisting others and Yahweh will bless 
those who imitate what His son did during his ministry to make this occur. Paul speaks of sowing the seed and 
Apollos watering, or some people sowing and others gathering (the results) thus showing that all True Christians 
are working to imitate Jesus’ ministry – but it is Yahweh’s Holy Spirit working within the individual to make 
the seed grow – only if the individual desires this to occur (see parable of The Sower). 

Can the reader see how this section ties in with the previous section? 
Please read this website where copious Biblical examples are given to fully validate this statement. 
That is why Jesus as The Master of his faithful stewards has instructed his stewards to learn this by hands-on 
(just as the disciples were sent out 2 by 2) ready for the responsibility of greater things in The Millennium – 
where they, as kings and priests, will be masters over 5 and 10 cities to teach righteousness to the resurrected 
world having the full power of Yahweh’s Holy Spirit and having the ability to call upon 12 legions of angels for 
assistance (Matt.26v53) over any matter to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
 
 
Jesus said in John.12v “The prince of this world ...” ie Satan. It is Satan, ruling in men’s hearts that is 
responsible for so much of the suffering we see around us – not God.  
I fully agree with you and I also believe that is specifically what this website also teaches. 
But many worldly Christian Leaders tell us that God rules this “world” (being the Greek definition of “all life” 
on this planet and thus it can only be man’s hearts) and thus by implication God is responsible for this chaos in 
the minds of those who do not understand. Thus by default worldly Christian leaders are teaching us in error that 
God is ruling man’s hearts and thus responsible for the pain and suffering on this planet!  

“Is that what Jesus would have taught us?” 
Can the reader find anything like this in The Bible? 

I can save the reader their time because I have translated The New Testament and there is nothing in it that 
states this!  So perhaps those very educated (in what) theologians might come back to me with a quote in 
context to support their most errant understanding?  - So that I might expose them to The World! 
 
 
God gave man free will so he cannot go back on that even though He knew Adam was making a terrible mistake. 
That is why Jesus was “the Lamb slain before the foundation of the world” ... God’s answer to Satan’s hijack.  
You are perfectly correct - we have free will, and Yahweh has no desire to make ‘god-like entities’ within His 
Universe to be actually ‘zombie entities’. But He was clearly aware that certain members of this new species 
called “man” would become self-indulgent to the hurt of their neighbour. I suggest that this was all discussed 
between Yahweh and His Son Jesus – before Jesus created The Culmination of his creative work – Mankind.  
Thus Jesus knew beforehand what would be required – The Creator (= Jesus) lowering himself below his 
creation in humility to redeem his personal ‘god-like creation’ out from his Father’s Decree on Sin. 
Your accurate multiple quote is located at 1Pet.1v20 and Rev.13v8 for the benefit of other readers. 
Likewise those specific humans who are to imitate Jesus during the 1st part of their life were equally known 
about before The Creation of Mankind as we are told in Matt.25v34, Eph.1v4. 
 
 
Of course Christian leaders do not think God loves this present set-up – they believe He loves his creation. After 
all he sent His son to redeem it. 
Confusion again prevails in this statement – being reworked from what our ‘learned’ leaders teach us! 

1. It would be sensible for worldly Christian Leaders to start stating that God does not like this present 
situation – rather than stating the opposite: 
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I quote: 
“God loves this world” by inference ‘loves what is occurring’. 
“God loves you – but not your works” by inference ‘loves your thought processes (creating the works)’ 

2. Yahweh God being perfect as I stated in my quoted essay cannot love an evil (hurtful/malicious) 
individual who is planning (conspiring) the pain and hurt of their neighbour – else it makes Yahweh 
imperfect – there is no escaping this righteous logic. I would like those people who cannot accept this 
righteous logic to explain themselves by providing suitable exegesis – through the web-link provided. 
However Yahweh will love those individuals who ultimately change away from their present worldly 
personality to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire through The Perfecting Process of The Mediator - being Christ 
Jesus by The Ministry, The Ransom Sacrifice and The Millennial Rule. 

3. There are a greater number of passages in The Bible to infer that it was Jesus who knew what was 
required (since the foundation of the world – not planet, but all life) and rather than being “sent” – 
whose Greek word really means “set aside” to infer that Jesus actually volunteered himself to save 
humans from “The Curse of Satan” rather than being commanded by Yahweh to do this. This says so 
much more about how Jesus does love his ultimate creation. 

 
 
Page 3 – (quote 2) You talk a lot about imitating Jesus so that those shall not perish .... but have everlasting life. 
I would prefer to exchange the word “imitating” for “having the fruit of the spirit”.  
What I state is precisely what The Bible teaches us: 

We are to become apostles by imitating Jesus – this is The Goal to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
So why substitute “imitating Jesus” with “having the fruit of the spirit”? 

You are substituting the highest possible standard with a much weaker standard! 
What do I mean? 

Firstly I would like The Bible to tell us in Gal.5v20-23 what these specific fruits might be: 
“Love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, meekness, self-control.” 

Now I ask the reader: 
Do these qualities define a Christian? 
Or perhaps, Paul teaching us; these are (some of) the qualities that a Christian should have? 

Because there is a very important difference! 
For an atheist or Hindu, Muslim, Buddhist or member of any other worldly religion might have these qualities 
which obviously makes them very nice people and I would state those humans who behave like this will have 
everlasting life in a perfected body upon their resurrection because they have almost reached the requirement for 
everlasting life (to put their neighbour’s interests before their own). 
But they can/will never become a Son of God (unless they become a True Christian) – because quite simply 
they are not imitating Jesus during the 1st part of their life. 

And how can Yahweh’s Desire be fulfilled if we are not imitating Jesus? 
Please see “Satan’s Desire” and “Yahweh’ Desire” in Glossary to save me repeating it verbatim here, and many 
other places on this website. 
Thus quite simply this statement of preference is dramatically reducing The Standard that Yahweh Desires. 

Yahweh stated:  “This is my beloved son – listen to him” = “He is perfect – copy him” 
Paul stated: “Copy me as I copy Jesus” 

This IS The Standard that we must all reach (to the very best of our ability) if we desire to 
fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

Quite simply when a person has The Knowledge and understands it, then the person with this knowledge 
would realise that they cannot be the 1 talent man burying it, but rather aim to become the 5 talent man where 
this knowledge becomes invested in other people where it can “grow 40, 60 or 100 fold”. 
This can only be done by imitating Jesus. The fruits of the spirit merely assist to facilitate the most effective 
spreading of The Seed – being God’s Word to the listener through The Fruits of the Spirit oiling the channel that 
would make transfer of The Knowledge easier through all their guises. 
 
 
Again salvation is a gift to those who accept the sacrifice Jesus made for them – it is a free gift – you do not 
have to work for it.  
Again this is all muddled for there is no precision - and thus leads to unrighteous confusion. 

What “salvation” are you speaking about? 
What does “accept” mean (in the reality of one’s life)? 

And further “it is a free gift – you do not have to work for it” destroys worldly Christian doctrine that you must 
become a Christian to be saved, or to quote: be resurrected to suffer torment in hell. Thus as I state on this 
website – Jesus’ Free Gift – because it is free is given as a gift to everyone – so that all humans have this free 
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gift even if they have not even heard of Jesus in the 1st part of their life. But clearly in the 2nd part of their life 
then all people must actively believe in Jesus (see “Believe” in Glossary) to be ultimately saved from The 2nd 
Death of annihilation. 
Thus all humans require Jesus’ Underserved Gift to get through the 1st Death – because it now becomes 
“asleep” and thus nullifies The Curse of Satan delivering The 1st Death which would have been annihilation for 
each and every one of us. 
Thus it is illogical to imply that ultimate “salvation” is merely dependent upon Jesus’ Ransom Sacrifice because 
ultimate salvation is also dependent upon the individual decision: Do they imitate Jesus’ example where The 
Neighbour’s interests are placed before one’s own interests - thus demonstrating humility – again is what Jesus 
taught and demonstrated. 

Obviously Jesus’ Free Gift is required to get us over the immediate hurdle! 
But applying this knowledge gives what is known in electronics as a “Truth Table” where all possible inputs are 
put in and all the conditioned outputs arising from all these possible inputs. 
 
     Input 1          Input 2       Output 
Jesus’ Action    A Human’s ultimate Action  The Resultant. 
No Ransom Sacrifice  Puts ‘The Self’ First.    Annihilation 
No Ransom Sacrifice  Would imitate Jesus if known  Annihilation 
Ransom Sacrifice   Puts ‘The Self’ First.   Annihilation 
Ransom Sacrifice   Imitates Jesus    Everlasting life = salvation 
 
It is all perfectly logical! 
Thus hopefully I have untangled the lack of precision in the original statement which would lead to the 
confusion that we witness within The World under the equally information-lacking statement: “Just believe in 
Jesus to be saved” (without a thorough explanation) that fulfils Satan’s desire because quite simply as stated by 
inference earlier by the correspondent ‘we do not need to imitate Jesus’ to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire – but rather 
‘just be a nice person’ – like many atheists and those of other worldly religions! 
 
 
I want to walk in righteousness before God  

What does the word “Righteousness” really mean? 
Quite simply always replace the word “righteous” with “equality” or “justification” for that is the Greek 
meaning of the word “dikalosune” StrongsTM = 1343 used in The New Testament. 

So how can you “walk in righteousness before God”? 
Let us replace the word “righteous” with “equality”. 

“I want to walk in equality before God” 
Thus the next question to be asked would be: 

“In equality with whom? 
Clearly it cannot be Yahweh - thus we are ‘only walking in the midst of Him’ in equality of some other entity. 
Obviously the answer is that we are walking in equality with Jesus. 
We can only walk in equality with Jesus – because we imitate Jesus – hence equal before God (Yahweh) where 
Yahweh is judging all Christians (and only Christians) in “The Special/Greater Judgement” (and not ‘the 
standard judgement’ in The Millennium given upon humans by Jesus and his Bride). 
And when we are walking in equality with Jesus it is because our reformed personality is like that of Jesus, then 
Yahweh will love us on an individual basis – just as He loves His son – Christ Jesus. 
This is precisely what this website states within its exegesis all the way through without any inconsistencies in 
its presentation – unlike that given by worldly Christian Leaders. 
 
 
because I love, honour and worship Him. 
“Love” in the Bible sense means “‘By Principal’ to edify the neighbour’s needs/requirements before one’s 
own”. 
“Honour” means you put ‘the servicing of Yahweh’s Desire’ in the prime position of your life (see “Love”). 
“Worship” means dedicating your time to fulfil your “god’s” desire – whatever/Whoever your “god” might be. 

What do I mean? 
There are two ultimate “gods” pertinent to this planet, Satan the present god of this world, or Yahweh being The 
Almighty God of The Universe (Jesus makes himself subject to Yahweh’s Desire). 
Thus you are either making Satan your god by ignoring the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire OR you make 
Yahweh your God by fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire – there is no other alternative. 
To quote Jesus: 
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You are either with Jesus gathering (people fully committed to Yahweh, to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire) or 
against Jesus by scattering (people away from Yahweh by all manner of things, to fulfil Satan’s desire 
= very important statement). 

It is as black and white as that simple quotation! 
Please see “Worship” in Glossary because it does not mean saying ‘niceties’ to God or ‘singing’ to God for that 
is pure self indulgent if taken to excess – being to the exclusion of what Yahweh’s real Desire is of those people 
who claim to represent Him. Though clearly in moderation it is good for the soul – see definition of “Soul” in 
Glossary for what this word really means – being a ‘million miles’ away from what worldly Christian leaders 
state in error to their congregations what they ‘think’ it means! 
 
 
 Not because I believe it will save me – only the blood can do that. 
Please see the Truth Table given earlier and the surrounding text to unpick and thus clarify this presently vague 
statement (but a common quote as given by worldly Christian Leaders who come up with the most weird ideas 
of ‘the after-life’). 
 
 
Page 5 – You talk about worldly leaders motivating the congregation for worldly pleasures seeking on a 
frivolous level (nice experience).  
This surely happens – I have witnessed it on many occasions – often being psychologically worked upon – just 
as the television studios ‘work the audience’ before they go on air. It is all showmanship to get the hype factor 
up – get the adrenalin going – get people speaking that they had a wonderful experience – being sadly the only 
reason for ‘the gathering’ in the pretence of ‘worshipping’ “God”. 

Is this really what Yahweh desires – to be done in His Name? 
For surely if The Scriptures where given to us for our guidance then there should be copious examples in The 
New Testament stating that this is to Yahweh’s Pleasure that this should occur (being that Jesus was The Word 
of God). But the utter lack of it in The Scriptures tells us that perhaps it is not Yahweh’s Desire that this should 
be the prime reason for the gathering. 
For surely in any educational reference material the importance of any topic is given by the weighting/quantity 
of the subject matter – the more of it within The Reference Manual, then The Author is placing a greater 
emphasis to that specific material that has more prominence within the writings. 
Analysing The New Testament I only know of the following quotes located at Eph.5v19, Col.3v16, Jam.5v13.  
Eph.5v19 

Speaking to yourselves in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing and making melody in your 
heart to the Lord. 

Col.3v16 
Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly in all wisdom, teaching and admonishing one another in 
psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing with grace in your hearts to the lord. 

James.5v13 
Is any among you afflicted?  Let him pray. Is any merry?  Let him sing psalms. 

And that is the sum total in the whole of The New Testament of some hundred thousand (plus) words. Then I 
ask you to compare it with all the other things stated within The Bible – principally to go out to strangers and 
accurately (= with fidelity) promote The Word of God (in all of its aspects) which covers about a third to a half 
of the hundred thousand (plus) words in The New Testament! 

By balance: What should we be doing if The Bible is instructing us in how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire? 
And then we have the equal counter here which we must not ignore – else it would not be put in The Bible:- 
Matt.11v17 

And saying; we have piped unto you and you have not danced; we have mourned unto you, and you 
have not lamented. 

Luke.7v32 
They are like unto children sitting in the marketplace, and calling one to another, and saying; we have 
piped unto you and you have not danced; we have mourned unto you, and you have not wept. 

Rev.18v22 
And the voice of the harpers, and the musicians, and of pipers, and trumpeters, shall be heard no more 
in thee; and no craftsman, of whatsoever craft shall be found any more within thee, and the sound of a 
millstone shall be heard no more at all.  

Thus we have the first two quotes of Jesus speaking about those people of ‘little Godly knowledge’ (hence 
termed ‘children’) but think they are imbued with The Full Knowledge, and so using any excuse to infer that it 
was Jesus who was not dancing to their ‘tune of knowledge’ (inferring Jesus had incorrect knowledge) – but 
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only being how they chose to interpret God’s Word (which in actuality was very wrong and thus detestable to 
Yahweh). 
And the last quote by its inference, suggests that there was too much self-indulgence for this type of personal 
entertainment, rather than the fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire hence The Harlot was removed. See “Harlot” in 
Glossary to discover who/what is “The Harlot”. 
Perhaps I need say no more – except the reader must get underneath the façade to understand what is going on – 
rather than being entertained by the glitzy and emotional froth.  
Finally to nail this one – I ask the reader to compare what is performed here in these many worldly Christian 
gatherings to that occurring in other worldly religions where they too ‘work the audience’ for the self-
indulgences that flows for both the leaders and participants within the audience. 

Why should the Christian groupings imitate what occurs within the world unless they are worldly! 
Surely they should be offering something unique that separates True Christians from worldly religions! 
Just stating the words: 

“Jesus loves us all” ‘sacrificing their life’ and a few other ‘support sound-bites’, say nice things about 
like-minded individuals and how the world is going to be made a better place by God within the hype 
created by the leaders. 

Then: How is this intrinsically different within the devotee’s mind of another worldly religion where it’s 
equally worldly religious leader presents another: 

‘Front person who loves us all’ ‘sacrificing their life’ and a few other ‘support sound-bites’, say nice 
things about like-minded people and how the world is going to be made a better place by God within 
the hype created by the leaders. 

How does the worldly Christian punch through that barrier unless through carefully reasoned exegesis? –  Being 
precisely what Paul used in his epistles for our edification and especially during his ministry work in the towns 
and market places as The Bible clearly tells us in many places! 
He most certainly did not do it through emotional singing - for there is no account of this anywhere – except 
summed in the three quotes given above! 
 
 
True worship of God in the assembly is truly beautiful thing which lifts the worshipper above the things of this 
world  
Please read “Worship” in Glossary to understand what real worship means and why this lifts me so much further 
than anything that this world can deliver. 
But it is that emotional hype conjured up by the worldly leader – which makes humans suggestible/pliable – this 
is all standard psychiatry – there are books written about this – and sadly this wonderful gift (emotion) that 
makes humans like gods given to us by Jesus is manipulated for the worldly leaders’ self-indulgence! 
Clearly I enjoy music and the company of likeminded people singing songs to acknowledge the glory (through 
“praise” – see Glossary) of Yahweh for the wonderful feedback that this gives (see my essay on a Rock Concert 
experience) – but that is not to be the primary function but merely a secondary function. For the primary 
function is to imitate Jesus’ ministry to The World which actually is True Worship – being more paramount now 
because of the rampant disinformation being fed by worldly Christian Leaders using technology to add further 
dimension to their lawlessness (ie against “Yahweh’s Desire” – see Glossary). Thus working on easily pliable 
emotions for self-indulgence – rather than fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire ‘to bring in The Millennium as soon as 
possible’ – rather than just passively waiting for it – thus effectively waiting for anyone else to do it for them! 
 
 
and I believe that God intended man to enjoy the act of worship as much as He does in receiving it.  
Replace “Worship” with “Praise” and I would entirely agree with you – provided we substantiate words with 
actions. For ‘actions speak louder than words’!  Most of Jesus’ parables were about people working (or 
receiving a benefit for their efforts), and many people were working vineyards, and working in vineyards is 
about working in with other people – not singing songs!  - And “Yes” people actually got paid – and thus this 
payment is certainly not the gift of the 2nd part of our life (being The 1st Death being made “asleep”) for that was 
freely given to everyone, so payment can only be The Prize that Paul spoke of being the equivalency of Jesus = 
Sonship to Yahweh in heavenly/celestial bodies. 
 
 
 How can you speak on this subject when you have never been in a church worshipping God in a free, released 
manner?   
I can assure the correspondent I have attended many different churches during my obviously very necessary 
auditing responsibility to assess how they “worship” on the one hand and “praise” on the other – The Almighty 
God Yahweh – whom they claim to represent. Also I assess the quality of the sermons given by the worldly 
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Christian Leaders when compared with The Quality Manual of The Bible. All this I record in my final Audit 
Report and then issue CARs (Corrective Action Requests) where they are obviously failing against what is 
specifically stated in The Quality Manual. Several examples are written up on this website for The World to 
examine – to realise the veracity of what I state inasmuch how it concords with The Bible. 
Finally a passing comment on “free and released manner” sounds like “lawless” to me and just one of several 
Bible references might give guidance on this topic, 1Tim.1v6-9 which should also be placed in the context of 
the whole chapter and also The Bible – especially in those charismatic gatherings whose leaders claim people 
being “slain in the spirit” – well Jesus had more holy spirit than all these individuals – and did Jesus behave in 
this manner?  Is there anything in The Bible to support what we witness in these gatherings? 
 
 
David, who was loved by God says in Psalm 150 “Praise Him with trumpet sound, praise Him with harp and 
lyre. Praise him with timbrel and dancing; praise Him with stringed instruments and pipe. Praise Him with loud 
cymbals; praise Him with resounding cymbals, let everything that has breath praise the Lord.”  
I fully agree and David clearly states in every verse “Praise” Yahweh (13 times) through these actions of 
exuberance, but never does he state “worship” Yahweh through these actions – because these two qualities are 
very different but worldly Christian leaders muddle them up to cause confusion within the mind of those within 
their congregations. 
Finally I draw the reader’s attention to Psm.5v7, 22v27, 22v29, 29v2, 45v11, 66v4, 81v9, 86v9, 95v6, 96v9, 
97v7, 99v5, 99v9, 132v7, 138v2 where the word “worship” is used by David, but never in the context of singing 
and all the peripheral activities to singing. 
The point I am trying to make is do not muddle the activities associated with “Praise” and the activities that 
Yahweh would associate with “Worship”. Where “Praise” does make the individual and recipient feel better, but 
Worship is to make Yahweh feel pleased that the devotee is fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 
There is a difference between the two words – sadly worldly religious leaders deliberately muddle the two – 
purely for personal control over the situation – being the self-indulgence this delivers! 
 
 
 I have been in churches where such worship is given to God and it is beautiful. 
I explain in much depth why this occurs elsewhere on my website and in the previous section – but quickly 
analysing this again – perhaps through a slightly different angle. 

First ask why is this done? 
I would perhaps suggest as you stated here (with “worship” given incorrectly as ‘worship’):- 

“I have been in churches where such ‘worship’ is given to God and it is beautiful.” 
And what do you think makes it beautiful? 
And why do you feel that way? 

And clearly because you feel great and temporally ‘refreshed’ – you come back for more (being the crux)! 
BUT what does Yahweh get out of it? 
And human emotion can be very dangerous – because reason often departs from the mind in this state! 

We must remember what Jesus said in two places (where incidentally he made no mention of singing and 
dancing):- 
Here I quote 2 chapters from Matthew that Jesus gave for our ideal instruction in what Yahweh would desire 
from all of us so that we might be most effective in glorifying Yahweh’s position and thus effectively be 
worshipping Him before all other entities. The first is a long piece but I feel it is absolutely necessary based 
upon precedence. 
 

Matt.    5v2 og Also opening the mouth of him, (JC) began to teach them exclaiming/stated: 
Matt.    5v3 This next section is known in Christianity as “The Beatitudes” – however the reasoning behind it needs serious 
explaining. 
The reason being, that I have heard some people completely misunderstand to what JC is referring. I explain each section in turn always 
aware that The New Testament is always focusing upon God’s Acceptable Year (that is what JC told us he came to do) and how humans are 
“to reach out to grasp The Expectation” being part of “JC’s Bride” as “a Son of God”. And because of this, JC is only speaking of the 
humans’ present Spiritual condition rather than fleshly body. It is only the thought processes (the synapse construction – explained later and 
within John’s Gospel) being our spiritual condition that is retained, because as we all know, that the fleshly body rots away to nothing. 
Yahweh is only interested in getting as many humans into The Culmination (the period after The Millennium) for the humans who 
themselves desire to be there, and the only way humans are going to get there is to fully develop their spiritual reasoning mind to the 
detriment of their fleshly body. The fleshly body dies at the end of this 1st life – it is utterly worthless to develop, but it is the spiritual 
reasoning mind being The Heavenly Treasure (being the reasoning/personality = the synapse construction of a fleshly body’s brain = ‘the 
software’) that is retained by Yahweh. This Heavenly Treasure is downloaded by Yahweh’s HS into a new body so that the human entity 
then regains consciousness (else destroy the ‘retained software’ as will occur at The 2nd Death then the ‘Asleep’ [being of the 1st death] now 
becomes annihilation). 
Thus it is The Spiritual part of us that must be developed for eternal life that operates either in a fleshly or spiritual body. 
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Without either the fleshly body or the spiritual body for the spiritual part (= our reasoning/personality = the ‘software’ part) to operate 
within, then there is effectively no existence. It is like software on a disk needing the hardware body “to come alive in” (as the software does 
within the hardware) 
The Bible tells us: “By imitating JC and displaying the Fruits of the HS” fully develops our Heavenly Treasure. Nothing else! 
Matt.    5v3 og  Blessed (be) the poor/beggar to the spirit, because of them is the kingdom of the heavens (see v12). 
Matt.    5v3 og A beggar is someone who recognises that they are poor and in need of something. This is true in the fleshly 
environment and it is especial true in the spiritual realm. However we must realise that JC is not just speaking of a human’s motivation as 
being the human’s personal spirit as so often claimed in worldly Christian sermons (in fact today I heard on the radio a worldly priest refer 
to fleshly needs, - but his understanding is flawed, being an utter travesty to The Truth), but JC is speaking of the human recognising that 
they are deficient in Yahweh’s HS. And when someone is deficient, also, further recognises they are deficient in something that is deemed 
important to them so as to work hard to obtain it, then Yahweh will make the HS available and JCg dispense it within “the one asking for 
it.” But as I said many times, it is more than just passively asking for it, but incumbent for a human during their 1st life to work at it, to 
imitate JC and follow the example of The Apostles. Then as the verse tells us (also being consistent with everything I state in this website) 
then with this active symbiotic partnership within the TC’s 1st life, God’s Sonship is now possible where they shall have the kingdom of 
heavens upon their resurrection at JCg’s 1st 2nd C as kings/priests. 
But sadly, again I have never heard this preached in  worldly sermons! 
Matt.    5v4 og Blessed/happy (be) the (ones) mourning/grieving, because they shall be  
Matt.    5v4 og comforted/entreated/exhorted. 
Matt.    5v4 This verse goes much beyond what is preached. What is normally preached is fleshly, but understandably, because 
it is very painful to personally feel the loss/pain/suffering of a close relative or friend. But it goes beyond this. JC is using that normal 
response to extend his teaching to those who have this emotion to all humans of the world and even their enemies (see later). 
So what does this statement of mine really mean? 
I mean, to quote: “Blessed be the ones mourning and grieving” over the wretchedness of this present system operating in the world under 
‘The Pretender to the throne’ Satan, who is soon to be removed. These humans desire their king JCg to rule and work hard to bring this 
time ever closer by bringing more humans into The Fidelity, so that they too can imitate JC. They desire for The Expectation to come so 
“they may be comforted”. 
Matt.    5v5 og Blessed (be) the humble/meek because they shall inherit the earth. 
Matt.    5v5 As JC showed by washing the feet, and Paul showed by being a Jew to interest a Jew, and a Gentile to attract a 
Gentile, lowly to attract the lowest, high to speak to the lofty, then likewise a TC take the same or lower level than the listener. What we see 
demonstrated is that a TC will take whatever position is required to maximise the spread of Yahweh’s Word. The TC will dedicate their life 
to Yahweh’s Glory, and that is to bring more humans into The Fidelity. Thus these humans shall perform Yahweh’s Desire by working out 
Yahweh’s HS to maximise the spread of Yahweh’s Word. The TC takes this position to be humble so as to speak on the same level rather 
than to ‘Lord it over’ ‘their flock’. So I ask the reader: “Does their minister take a high position over them, or a humble position”? 
If a person takes the lowly position during their preaching work then as The Bible tells us, they will inherit the responsibility of teaching 
righteousness to all those on the earth in The Millennium. 
Matt.    5v6 og Blessed/happy (are) the (ones) famished/craving also (yearning) the righteousness/justice  
Matt.    5v6 og because they shall be filled/gorged. 
Matt.    5v6 This is similar to v4. We have the TC who sees the present system operating under Satan and tries so hard to 
promote Yahweh’s Word in this parched land having no life-giving water (being the accurate knowledge of Yahweh’s Desire). There is no 
justice, the humans who operate to fulfil their self desires exploit the weaker humans in society (either in the same country, or by raping the 
resources from a 3rd world country). But the TCs know that in The Millennium justice will operate, and all humans will be instructed 
(though some may be initially forced) to put their neighbour’s interests before their own. 
Thus for those humans who are victimised now in their 1st life, then they will have a wonderful time upon their resurrection, but those who 
presently ‘Lord it over others’ in their 1st life will find this new system of things under JCg very unpleasant. As The Bible tells us ‘JCg will 
rule with a rod of iron’ to ensure that righteousness operates correctly, so that we are filled/gorged with JCg’s righteous system operating 
around us. 
Matt.    5v7 og      Blessed/happy (be) the merciful/compassionate, because they shall receive mercy/compassion. 
Matt.    5v7  This is speaking of the TC exercising the Fruits of the HS in their lifestyle. A TC is one who will exercise the Fruits 
of the HS and in doing so (with their other activities) shows they have the correct thought processes for Yahweh to show compassion upon 
their now excusable sin because their thought processes alienate themselves from their misdemeanour (fully explained in John). Thus 
Yahweh is righteously able to ensure that they receive mercy/compassion when He judges them worthy to become a King/Priest to teach 
righteousness in The Millennium. 
Matt.    5v8 og Blessed/happy (be) the clean/clear/pure to the heart, because they the God shall see. 
Matt.    5v8 These are TCs who have so much heavenly treasure. They have righteous thoughts purely motivated to serve 
Yahweh’s Desire. This person would imitate JC and be utterly unspotted by the things of the world through being ‘dead to the world’. By 
being ‘dead to the world’ it means ‘the desires of the world’ cannot effect you. Thus the enticements of the world being ‘prestige, power, 
position, money, materialism, ‘worldly’ entertainment, immorality, debilitating habits, etc do not distract a TC from having a pure heart 
(being the seat of motivation/passion/zeal) to fully perform Yahweh’s Desire. Thus because a TC has a pure heart then they correctly drive 
themselves by working hard to use the HS dispensed by JCg to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire, so inevitably become resurrected at the 1st 2nd C to 
see Yahweh when they become one of His Sons. 
Matt.    5v9 og Blessed/happy (be) the peaceable/peacemakers because Sons of God shall they be called. 
Matt.    5v9 This is an interesting verse and clearly in worldly terms a peacemaker is a good person to have around, but not 
always!  Someone who just gives ground in worldly issues to make peace by capitulating to a worldly aggressor (and this has occurred 
many times in history) does not make them a peacemaker in front of Yahweh. 
So this verse is thus speaking beyond worldly terms. JC has clearly ‘gone up a gear’ to now speak upon spiritual matters. 
We must remember that JC is looking forward to The Culmination and how humans are to get there!  Thus we must apply this 
understanding to what we read here. 
How ultimately are we going to have peace? 
The clue to the answer is in the word - “Jerusalem”! 
‘Jerusalem’ means ‘City of peace’. 
So why was it given this name particularly when it seems to be a ‘hot bed’ of agitation in the world – throughout time? 
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The answer is this. Yahweh gave Jerusalem its name because it is the subject of prophecy. The prophecy being that Yahweh’s righteousness 
will flow through ‘Spiritual Jerusalem’ being Yahweh’s organisation coming down from heaven made up of Kings and Priests taken from 
the world during their 1st life. These kings and priests would be Prophets/{Ancient Worthies} of BC and TCs of AD. Thus peace in the world 
will occur through the actions of these ones operating within The Millennium. 
How were these ones able to become part of Yahweh’s organisation? 
By the type of work they performed in their 1st life that Yahweh considered as being righteous. 
But these humans being the prophets, followed by JC, the apostles and TCs, were hated (generally) by the religious authorities of the world 
(the Bible tells us this everywhere) - so this does not sound as though they are peacemakers! 
That is why the reader has to be careful when they read ‘peacemaker’ in this verse, and take it seriously in context as I have just shown. 
Never take anything out of context. If a religious leader takes a single verse out of The Bible to justify a point – just ignore them, because 
invariably a personal spin has been placed upon the text and this would be a classic example! 
And why is Jerusalem a hot bed of contention?  
Because Satan knows it is the centre of Yahweh’s Plan and is making things positively difficult there on a worldly plane because that is the 
only area over which he has influence! 
So in conclusion the reader is able to see that a TC performing Yahweh’s Desire through personal hard work may not appear to be a 
peacemaker within a worldly sense now in their 1st life (because they are upsetting so many hypocrites as JC called them). However, 
because they are spreading Yahweh’s Truth accurately to the world then they will be part of Yahweh’s organisation in The Millennium to be 
called Sons of God. 
Matt.    5v10 og Blessed/happy (be) those being pursued/{pressed upon}/persecuted by reason of  
Matt.    5v10 og righteousness because of them is the kingdom to the heavens (see v12). 
Matt.    5v10 I have touched on this in the previous verse. JC tells us that “(worldly) Jerusalem (= worldly religious leaders) 
who killed all the prophets” is an example where JC recognised that this occurred. We see examples in the Acts of the Apostles, and 
throughout history how TCs have been ‘hounded’ by worldly religious authorities as JC tells us “Who think they are performing sacred 
service in my name” (in context). Thus we understand “by reason of righteousness” = “by reason of speaking The Truth of Yahweh’s 
knowledge to the world” = Yahweh’s Desire of each one of us, then we are hated for it. Thus the TC can only be hated by the humans 
operating within the world who personally feel threatened (by loss of prestige, position, power, financial, etc) through the teaching of 
righteousness. 
Matt.    5v11 og Blessed (be) you (= TCs) when (they) (= predominately the religious leaders) revile/taunt/reproach you  
Matt.    5v11 og (TCs), also pursue/{press upon}/persecute, also shall say all/every  
Matt.    5v11 og grievous/malicious/harmful word against you 
Matt.    5v11 og deception/falsehood/lying/misinformation by reason/{on account} of me (JCg). 
Matt.    5v11 This verse directly supports v10 above. I carefully explain elsewhere how it can only be religious leaders and their 
cohorts who will persecute a TC, other humans have no logical reason to revile/persecute/lie about a TC. Because the TC is an inoffensive, 
utterly law-abiding human who is working out Yahweh’s Desire by accurately preaching of Yahweh’s Acceptable Year and of The 
Expectation only available to us because of JCg! 
History fully supports this assertion, I am just bringing it to the reader’s attention through this accurate explanation of Yahweh’s Word. 
Matt.    5v12 og Rejoice/Hail also (be) exceedingly joyful/glad/exult because the reward/wages/return of you  
Matt.    5v12 og (the) great in to the heavens (plural for many “zones above the planet’s surface” for the Greek “ouranos”  
Matt.    5v12 og Strongs = 3772). For thus (the religious leaders) pursued/{pressed upon}/persecuted the prophets  
Matt.    5v12 og the (ones) before you. 
Matt.    5v12  Contrary to much worldly Christian teaching, Yahweh requires much work from his TCs. The Bible tells us this fact 
in many, many places, just as this example in v12 that if you put the work in to accurately promoting Yahweh’s Word and producing Fruits 
of the HS, then you will be rewarded/paid for your work. The payment is that if the work is to Yahweh’s Satisfaction, then He desires to and 
will resurrect the TC at the 1st 2nd C to become The Bride of JC and a Son of God. This work will not be easy!  As we now know a TC will be 
heavily persecuted for his work as we have been told in so many places, and quite clearly the contrary is equally correct. There will be no 
worldly persecution for those not doing Yahweh’s work because they are not upsetting the present god of this world = The Pretender to the 
Throne = Satan. Satan will promote those doing his desire in this present world to high places within his system of things to keep out those 
TCs who would promote Yahweh’s Desire on earth – this is totally logical!  As JC told us, be humble and lowly to be a TC. 
 I ask the reader to reflect very deeply upon this and the righteous logic behind it – then look around himself in the world and just observe 
behind the façade! 
Matt.    5v13 og You are the salt of the earth; and if the salt be tasteless/insipid/useless, in what (manner) shall  
Matt.    5v13 og (things) become salted?  For nothing good/wholesome/useful still if not (= except) to be thrown  
Matt.    5v13 og out also to be trampled under by of the men  
Matt.    5v13 Thus the one who claims to be ‘a minister for Yahweh’ is likened to salt. Those who are TCs are useful to Yahweh, 
and thus ‘are full-bodied’ with the knowledge of Yahweh (= the wholesome/useful part of those claiming to represent Yahweh). However JC 
speaks of those ‘claiming to be salt’ but who have lost the useful part of themselves being the ‘Knowledge of Yahweh’. They parade 
themselves as being useful salt = having the knowledge of Yahweh, but when ‘tried’ (= examined/audited by those of the world) they are 
worthless to be thrown out. The knowledge they have is nothing and is demonstrated as being nothing. This is normally because the one 
claiming to be ‘a minister of Yahweh’ has taken ‘on-board’ worldly ideas and opinions, and thus strayed from Yahweh’s Truth. 
The reader is quickly able to identify this type of ‘self-appointed’ minister if during any part of their conversation you hear them say: 
“I think: … … .”,  or “I believe: …  … .”, rather than ‘This is what the Bible says: … … … ”.  
This gives the speaker almost a free license to say whatever they want, because you are only held to the norms of what is socially acceptable 
(and that varies with time, and thus no absolute standard) = nice sound-bites to be popular! 
Rather than commit yourself to the solid foundation of fact = The absolute and unchanging Standard = Yahweh’s statutes for our guidance 
to His Standards, that only The Bible can give us. 
Sadly this type of minister giving personal opinions is only too prevalent in the worldly Christian community of today! 
Their speeches are those that are considered socially acceptable in Satan’s system rather than to set Yahweh’s Righteous Standard! 
It reminds me so clearly of an Assop Fable, being the fable of the donkey, man and two children going to market. 
The point of the fable is that the main characters take different advice from those of whom they pass during their life (= on the way to the 
market) so that in the end, the group looks foolish by displaying worldly wisdom (= by carrying the donkey into the market place on their 
back). Likewise the worldly Christian community is currently absorbing worldly ‘advice’ that makes the practitioners of the worldly 
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Christianity look stupid. Thus at the end of The Gospel Age the demonstrated faults of the worldly Christian community show their ‘faith’ to 
be worthless and thus trampled upon by worldly men as we read of in Revelations with regard to The Harlot. 
Matt.    5v14 og You (= TCs) are the light (giving out the accurate Truth of Yahweh) of the world, not is able a city to  
Matt.    5v14 og be hidden (placed) high/upon a mount (= hill) situated. 
Matt.    5v14 Thus the TCs must stand up (to be counted) and work for Yahweh by giving out accurate knowledge to develop the 
spiritual body. It does not mean being a fleshly (= worldly) social worker!  Any worldly religious practitioner can be a fleshly social worker 
and feed the fleshly body, but by definition only a TC can give the accurate knowledge of Yahweh to feed the spiritual body/personality. I 
fully realise this appears on the surface to be a hard statement to make. But it is only by getting peoples’ mind correctly orientated to The 
Truth, will then all social injustices be removed. Get ‘to the heart of the problem’ being our thought processes first. Get people to ‘face the 
correct direction’ (towards Yahweh’s knowledge) by sorting out the spiritual body/personality first and then all the fleshly benefits follow 
afterwards. And as The Bible tells us: “The harvest is great but the workers are few!” to mean exactly what I am saying. 
This reasoning to be further supported in context Acts.6v2. Here we read that the Apostles (being TCs) knew that their 1st importance was 
“to serve Yahweh’s word (= spiritual social worker) rather than tables (= fleshly social worker)” thus if we desire to be TCs then likewise 
we follow what The Bible instructs us to do! 
But in Satan’s world full of the ‘fog of confusion’ to everyone saying it is so important to feed the fleshly body that everyone forgets to feed 
the spiritual body/personality! This is precisely what Satan wants = feed the fleshly body that dies so that there is no spiritual 
body/personality as Heavenly Treasure to be downloaded into the new body at resurrection! 
What is difficult to do when there is so much ground fog, is to get one’s head above it to see where the landmarks are sticking out above this 
fog! 
Matt.    5v15 og Nor are they lighting/burning a lamp also place it under the grain measure but upon the  
Matt.    5v15 og    lamp stand, also it lightens (= gives knowledge of) all/everything the (ones = humans) in to the house. 
Matt.    5v15 Thus contrary to worldly Christian teaching, it is only someone who works hard to shine the accurate bright light 
of Yahweh’s knowledge to the world, can Yahweh then consider them to be TCs. The quality of the brightness of the light shows their 
effectiveness of their teaching work. Those religious leaders who try to snuff out the light from the TCs are directly attacking the light of 
Yahweh’s knowledge. The Lord’s vengeance shall be upon them when perhaps they shall be ignored at the 1st 2nd C and also ignored later at 
The General Resurrection! 
(All fully explained elsewhere). 
The reader may like to reflect on v16, the TC is termed lamp to shine the light. The light is the knowledge of Yahweh to the world on how we 
should conduct our life. The lamp is the TC burning to shine the light. Thus the TC is expelling energy to shine the light. To expel energy 
means to do work and not just “believe” that you are shining the light, when in reality you are cold and dark! 
Matt.    5v16 og So let shine the light (= knowledge of Yahweh requirements/truth) of you before of the men, so that  
Matt.    5v16 og they may see of you the beautiful/worthy/ideal labours/works/deeds/acts, also may glorify  
Matt.    5v16 og the Father of you, The (One = Yahweh) in the heavens (as explained in v15). 
Matt.    5v17 og Not do think/infer/suppose because I came to dissolve/disintegrate/destroy The Law (of  
Matt.    5v17 og Moses) or the prophets not I came to dissolve/disintegrate/destroy but to fulfil. 
Matt.    5v17  This verse is the one of the most important keys within all The Gospels and its true meaning is completely missed 
by everyone I have spoken to. 
It is the subtle message lying just beneath the surface that I constantly refer to in all other parts of The New Testament because it is 
absolutely fundamental to the understanding of the logic to Yahweh’s plan of Salvation for the two groups of humans. 
So after that grand opening – What is it? 
First ask the question: 
 What was the Law of Moses about? 
1. It set a Righteous Standard based upon Works. If you surpassed all the laws in works then you were deemed to be a righteous 
person and deserved to live forever!  This was Yahweh’s Promise/Covenant with those who were supposed to live under The Law of Moses. 
2. Sadly no human could surpass The Law of Moses and hence we all were destined for everlasting Death. 
3. The reason why no one could surpass the Law of Moses in works is because their inward thought processes led them to 
perform works of unrighteousness and thus failed The Law of Moses. Essentially they had self-centred thoughts, the thoughts to pamper 
their selfish desires in whatever field/area of human activity, money, prestige, immorality, power, laziness, degrading habits, etc. 
A pretty depressing state of affairs – No redemption for any human, past, present and based upon history, future either! 
However Yahweh’s Plan involved The Creator of us, being JCg who as John 3v16 tells us “so loved his creation on this world so much that 
he gave his own life” to give every human a second opportunity to have a head-start in getting to know and thus ‘get to like’ Righteousness 
in The Millennium before they are finally tested in a 3.5 year period. 
But for them to have eternal life given to them by Yahweh’s HS = Yahweh’s power fulfilling His ‘Expressed Desire’, then each and everyone 
of us must imitate JC during that 3.5 year period. By imitating JC we show that we entrust upon his undeserved gift = his sacrifice at the 
end of his ministry. Now we can do that either during our 1st life to become TCs (the stewards now, to be given greater things in The 
Millennium period to teach righteousness to all those in The General Resurrection) or later upon our resurrection into The Millennium to 
only be resurrected into fleshly bodies. 
Getting back to the importance of this verse. 
However before any of that can happen, JC must demonstrate that he too can surpass The Law of Moses, if he cannot then he fails, becomes 
like us and also dies eternally!  That is a very sobering thought and certainly never taught by false worldly Christianity.  This is why what 
JCg did for his personal Creation is so wonderful, being that he could personally have lost all, himself and his creation together, under The 
Father’s Decree, in the day you sin (Do not fulfil The Law of Moses) you die. 
So after that we can add a 4th item to the above list: 
4. The Law of Moses set a Standard for every entity within The Universe to judge JC against. 
5. Fortunately for all of us (and JC), he was able to succeed and surpassed The Law of Moses during his 3.5 year ministry 
culminating with his undeserved self sacrifice gift to all of us. Though it is freely given, there is a price that we individually must pay! 
This price is never preached of by worldly Christianity, because their god Satan does not want anyone to pay ‘The Price’ to everlasting 
salvation. The Bible tells us that “Satan is The Man-Slayer”, it started in The Garden of Eden and it continues today. 
‘The price’ is that we must imitate JC to attain everlasting life.  Very few people do it in their 1st life. The few who do are called TCs and 
will receive undying spiritual bodies upon their resurrection. The vast majority of us >99.99% have the opportunity to practice it in The 
Millennium and thus have everlasting life in their fleshly bodies. 
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After saying this: “Imitate JC” is not an unreasonable price to pay!  This is the most righteous thing that I could possibly state, because that 
is precisely what JCg and Yahweh want humans to ultimately do, not as a punishment, but because it makes for a stable and beautiful 
society for every single member of it! 
So where does this verse fit in? 
Where is this very long preamble taking us? 
The point is this:- 
The reason why JC was able to fulfil and surpass the Law of Moses is because his lifestyle operated upon his righteous thoughts. 
The reason why humans failed The Law of Moses is that they had a lifestyle driven by their unrighteous thoughts. 
Righteous thoughts lead to righteous works. 
Unrighteous thoughts lead to unrighteous works. 
The above is true just as ‘night follows day’ and thus makes a mockery of the false worldly Christian teaching: 
“God does not hate us, he only hates our works!” 
This is an absolute travesty of The Truth as the reader can now realise!  Just a lie put out to deceive!  It this utter fog of deception put out by 
‘the god of this world’ = Satan, to confuse people to what Yahweh desires of us! 
Yahweh desires righteous thoughts that lead to righteous works!  Our thoughts come from our brains. Our brains ‘are us’ and no one else’s! 
Our brains are the formation of our thoughts/personality/{being our heavenly treasure}. As I explain JC came to put our thoughts on the 
correct path. 
So the whole point of this verse that JC is making is this:- 
I do not take away the requirements of The Law of Moses that proves your works. 
But I come to fulfil The Law of Moses (not just by surpassing it) but 
By giving you my (JC’s) Laws to enable all you humans to surpass The Law of Moses. 
The Laws I give you are:- 
1. To Love Yahweh with all your heart, mind and soul (= conscious operating lifestyle). 
2. To love your neighbour as yourself. 
“Upon this hangs all the Laws” to quote JC.  
The reader can easily grasp that if a human now follows JC’s Law (1) then the human yearns to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire of him = to imitate 
JC. 
Also the reader is able to grasp that if a human follows (2) then the Fruits of the HS are displayed in the person’s lifestyle. 
Putting both (1) and (2) together means that the human becomes a TC who spends all their available time preaching of Yahweh’s 
Acceptable Year and how to ‘get there’ to all humans now in their 1st life (= The Gospel Age), because the TC is growing ‘The Spiritual 
body’ rather than ‘The Fleshly body’ of those listening around him. 
Quite frankly as all the scriptures tell us in so many places, it is The Spiritual body that Yahweh desires, but Satan desires the fleshly body. 
The spiritual body is The Treasure in Heaven that must be magnified – I explain what this really means in copious detail elsewhere on the 
website. 
Matt.    5v18 og For truly I proclaim/state to you:  
Matt.    5v18 og Until whenever/should/{if ever}{pass away}/{come forth} the heaven also the earth iota 
one or one  
Matt.    5v18 og point in not way {pass away}/{come forth} from of The Law (of Moses) until all these things 
occur. 
Matt.    5v18  The “iota” = 10th letter of the Hebrew alphabet and the name of the 8th letter of the Greek alphabet, and when used 
like this it figuratively means a very small part of something. 
The “point” in this context meaning the apex of the Hebrew letter being the least particle. 
Thus this verse in context confirms the previous verse. 
JC is stating that The Law of Moses based upon works will not be taken away! 
Thus if we are going to survive for an eternity then we must make our works pleasing to Yahweh, thus reinforcing the understanding of The 
Lie put out by false Christian reasoning that God only ‘hates the works’ because now we know that Yahweh will not allow humans to 
survive an eternity producing works that He hates! 
Thus it is back to getting the reasoning processes to become ‘Christ like’ = imitate JC so that ‘Christ like’ works follow! 
Either it is now in the 1st life to be known as a TC, or upon resurrection back into a fleshly body within The Millennium for everyone else!  
And ‘the things to occur’ will be in The Culmination when Satan has finally been removed, together with humans who still refuse to learn 
righteousness after knowing both a badly run system (Satan’s 6000 years of inept ruling) and the ideal/beautifully run system being The 
Millennium under JCg’s rule! 
Finally look at the single heaven (not plural) and earth. Thus JC is speaking of all things pertaining to the earth and not outside it. 
Matt.    5v19 og Whoever wishes/desires then annulling/{breaks-up}/dissolves one of the  
Matt.    5v19 og commandments/precepts of these of the least also teaches so the men, least he shall be  
Matt.    5v19 og called in to the kingdom of the heavens, and whenever/should/{if ever} does/fulfil/abides  
Matt.    5v19 og (them) also teaches this person great shall be called in to the kingdom of the heavens. 
Matt.    5v19  Just as I state elsewhere you are paid/rewarded for your work. We are told here and in other places (for example 
in JC’s parable of the 2 and 5 talent stewards, and the 5 talent received another 1 talent) that there are least people and great people based 
upon their capability. So from what we read in The Bible (and irrespective of what worldly Christian leaders tell us to the contrary) we 
understand that that there are different levels of reward (Greek word means payment, hire for wages} based upon different amounts of work 
put in ‘at the front end’ = the TC’s 1st life. Again I have never heard this preached in any worldly Christian sermon – as the reader is 
starting to realise huge swaths of The New Testament are just ignored by self-claimed Christian leaders just because it seems unpleasant to 
their listeners’ ears! 
This sadly will lead to a duped worldly Christian flock not knowing what Yahweh really desires of them and thus utterly weak in The 
Fidelity because only a small fraction of JC’s words, being ‘The Word of God’ is actually preached! 
How can the spiritual body/personality be wholesome if only a small part of Yahweh’s Word is preached? 
Also we must ask ourselves: How do the religious leaders who promote this sort of thing appear to Yahweh? 
Matt.    5v20 og For I proclaim/state to you: ‘Because if not exceed/abound/more the righteousness of you  
Matt.    5v20 og (than) of the Scribes also Pharisees not ever shall you into the kingdom of the heavens (= not  
Matt.    5v20  be a Son of Yahweh)’ 
Matt.    5v20  Do I need to say any more about the religious leaders of then (and of very many now)? 
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Matt.    5v21 og You heard because it was said of the ancients (= Ancient Worthies, Moses, etc):  
Matt.    5v21 og ‘Not do murder; and who whenever/should/{if ever} has murdered, liable shall be to  
Matt.    5v21 og judgement.’ 
Matt.    5v22 og And I proclaim/state to you: ‘Because all/every the (one = person who) is angry with to the  
Matt.    5v22 og brother of him [without cause = CA] liable/subject shall be to the judgement. And who  
Matt.    5v22 og    whenever/should/{if ever} says to the brother of him ‘Raca’ (= a term of vilification) liable/subject  
Matt.    5v22 og shall be to the Sanhedrin (Jewish council/court); and who whenever/should/{if ever} says:  
Matt.    5v22 og “Fool/Stupid” liable/subject shall be into the Gehenna of the lightening/power (of Yahweh).’ 
Matt.    5v22 Though spelt and known as Gehenna, the Greek word is “geenna” Strongs = 1067. The Greek word is a 
transmutation of two Hebrew words to mean “valley of (the son) Hinnom”; “ge-henna” = Ge-Hinnom being the valley outside Jerusalem 
used as the city’s rubbish dump! 
To help burn and thus consume the rubbish, the authorities would add sulphur/brimstone to the rubbish to help combustion. Not only was 
the general city/household rubbish thrown onto this rubbish heap, but also the dead bodies of the criminals would have been thrown onto 
this heap because likewise they were considered as rubbish to the community. That incidentally, this is where the two criminals ‘crucified’ 
either side of JC would have been thrown. JC would have been thrown in there as well if Joseph of Arimathea had not stepped in and 
offered his Tomb. 
Thus we understand that JC as always, used figurative examples from the listener’s experience to force home the point JC was trying to 
make at the particular moment and thus forever to remain within their mind – and not to be forgotten. 
Here JC is making the point, just as you throw society’s criminals into “The Valley of Hinnon” to be utterly consumed by the fire/brimstone 
= the burning sulphur, then likewise, Yahweh will use His power to utterly consume = The 2nd Death those who finally do not accept His 
requirements of us, by expelling them from His society of The Millennium administrated by JCg. 
Just as the Jews used the burning power of the brimstone to utterly consume the dead bodies so that there were no remains, likewise Yahweh 
uses His power to utter consume all those of The 2nd Death = utter annihilation. 
Just as the bodies in “The Valley of Hinnom” (= Gehenna) did not suffer everlasting torment (though this is their 1st death and as I explain 
elsewhere this is “Asleep” and thus are to be resurrected into The Millennium). Likewise, neither will all those who should/may experience 
The 2nd Death of permanent and utter annihilation during and end of The Millennium from which there is no return for an eternity. Yahweh 
is righteous and has no morbid need to make humans suffer torment for eternity (this is just a false statement from Satan to support his lie in 
the Garden of Eden, ‘By no means will you die’ – when you sin)! 
Explained in detail in The Gospel of John. 
After that explanation, what do we read in many bibles here? 
We read the word “hell” placed into the translation!   I ask the reader to check these verses within their bible. 
The word “hell” means absolutely nothing more than “a hole in the ground” that a body rots within. 
It has absolutely nothing to do with the ‘Valley of Hinnom’ (= The Truth) nor with ‘the fire of everlasting torment’ (= a lie). 
I have a 50 plus page explanation on this website fully explaining every position in both The Old and New Testaments where all the words 
relating to Hell, Gehenna, Shoal, Grave, etc that I invite the reader to analyse. So again, we see repeated errors by the translation being 
bent through humans only having a worldly understanding of Yahweh’s message rather than the spiritual knowledge of what Yahweh is 
really telling us within the Original Greek. 
If the reader finds these serious discrepancies within their bible, I ask the question: 
If your version of the bible is demonstrated to be corrupt, then how do you know where there may be other faults? 
The best thing is to throw your copy away and use the most accurate version available that I present free of charge on the Internet. 
If you feel that you cannot trust my version, then please research the issues that I highlight in this version yourself (at least I have identified 
the issues to enable you now to concentrate upon), and make up your own mind what version is the most accurate!  But I have done my part 
to draw the reader’s attention to the controversial areas so that it can be brought out into ‘the light of day’ being Yahweh’s Truth using The 
Original Greek. 
I most gladly welcome errant worldly Biblical Scholars to contact me to justify their worldly position! 
I will expose them by publishing all communication on this website – if I now receive any. 
Matt.    5v23 og If then you offer/present the gift/offering of you upon the alter; also there (at the alter)  
Matt.    5v23 og remember because the brother of you has any (thing) against you, 
Matt.    5v24 og Leave there the gift/offering of you before of the alter also go first be reconciled to the  
Matt.    5v24 og brother of you, also then coming offer/present the gift/offering of you. 
Matt.    5v24 Thus Yahweh is back to those thought processes within our mind!  Get your thought processes correct as explained 
in v17. Be prepared to display the Fruits of the HS to your brother and in this manner your thought processes develop more Heavenly 
Treasure. 
Matt.    5v25 og Be well minded (= agreeable) to the opponent/adversary (especially in Lawsuit) of you quickly,  
Matt.    5v25 og even/until while you in to the way with him, that not you deliver the opponent/adversary to  
Matt.    5v25 og the judge also the judge you deliver to the officer also into prison you be thrown. 
Matt.    5v25 = Do not be deliberately confrontational pertaining to worldly matters, but sort things out quickly in a reasonable 
manner even while you may be going to court, rather than wait until it comes before the magistrate else he may judge you more harshly and 
throw you into prison. 
So what does it mean? 
It means a bit more than just ‘the common sense approach to sorting out worldly issues,. 
The whole tenure of The New Testament is “Keep out of worldly issues” Avoid worldly issues, and if you be confronted with them then “be 
well minded = agreeable with those opponents of you”. This is not possible if you become the ‘Standard Bearer” for political/worldly 
issues. 
This is all contrary to modern worldly Christian doctrine, but then as I believe, they are not preaching nor practicing The Fidelity from 
Yahweh! 
Why is JC telling us to keep out of worldly issues? 
I explain in copious places on this website and give about 10 very valid spiritual reasons why we should keep out of worldly issues! 
But I do not wish to develop that here, but the point JC is trying to make in this verse is this: Do not make yourself to have a name with the 
world but only for issues that concern My Name” = imitate JC. That is what a TC implicitly means = imitate JC and what he commanded us 
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to do. These commands were 1. Preach The Gospel = The Good News of Yahweh’s Acceptable Year, and 2. Practice the fruits of the HS 
(Gal.5v22,23) within the TC’s lifestyle.  
I have seen nothing in The New Testament (during my translation of the whole of The New Testament) to involve oneself in worldly political 
issues, except I have seen many verses telling me to the contrary! 
So I welcome any politically involved worldly Christian to give me chapter and verse, in context please, to support their interpretation! 
Matt.    5v26 og Truly I exclaim to you: Not ever will you come out from there, until you should pay the last  
Matt.    5v26 og kodrantes 
Matt.    5v27 og You have heard because it was said to the ancients: ‘Not commit adultery’. 
Matt.    5v28 og And I exclaim/state: ‘Because all (persons) the (ones) looking at a woman concerning the lust  
Matt.    5v28 og after her already has committed adultery with her in to the heart of him. 
Matt.    5v28 This verse and the following verses exemplify what I explained in v17 above – just get the thought processes 
correct then righteous works will follow. Also by getting your thought processes correct then your body does not engage in an endless 
torment between the flesh desiring to sin and the mind trying to fight against the ‘pull of the flesh’. 
Matt.    5v29 og And if the eye of you offends you take out it, also throw (it) from you; for profitable to you  
Matt.    5v29 og that should perish one of the parts of you also not all the body of you be cast into Gehenna. 
Matt.    5v30 og Also if the right of you hand cause to offend you, cut off it also throw from you; for  
Matt.    5v30 og profitable for you that should perish one of the parts of you also not all the body of you be  
Matt.    5v30 og cast into Gehenna. 
Matt.    5v29-30  Is this verse literally telling us to cut out/off parts of our body? 
No! 
JC is using the physical aspect of our body that we can readily identify as being very important (essential) to us to explain how we should 
reason upon the spiritual aspect of ourselves, being our thoughts and thus the Treasure in Heaven. So JC is telling us to sacrifice thoughts 
(leading to actions) that we consider very important (‘essential’) to our worldly lifestyle that pull us away from Yahweh’s Desire. We must 
cultivate thoughts leading to actions that fulfil JC’s Commandments to us. To put Yahweh first, then in an unpartisan manner our neighbour 
second and finally our welfare last!  I explain all over the website exactly what Yahweh’s Desire of us is and how it logically ripples down 
to develop our neighbours’ spiritual needs. 
Matt.    5v31 og And it was said: ‘Because whoever puts away the wife of him, let him give her a bill of divorce’ 
Matt.    5v31        = And it was written: Should a man divorce his wife then a ‘bill of divorce’ given by him, releases her to marry again. 
Matt.    5v32 og And I say to you: Because whoever puts away the wife of him apart from a matter (the)  
Matt.    5v32 og fornication, causes her (to) commit adultery, also whoever the put away one (if) marry  
Matt.    5v32 og commits adultery. 
Matt.    5v32 = And I say to you: Should a man divorce his wife then unless it is for fornication, she commits adultery if she 
becomes in union with another man, and likewise the man of the new union with her. Typifying the sacred marriage between the TC and 
JCg. 
Matt.    5v33 og Again you have heard because it was said to the ancients: ‘Not you shall swear falsely, and  
Matt.    5v33 og you shall deliver to the Lord the oaths of you.’ 
Matt.    5v33 = Again you heard it was said to the ‘Ancient Worthies’ also prophets of old: “You shall not give false testimony”, 
also back up what you say by effectively saying ‘The Lord underwrites the authenticity of what I have just declared in my statement’. 
Matt.    5v34 og And I exclaim/state to you:  
Matt.    5v34 og ‘Not do swear all; neither in to the heavens, because throne it is of the God. 
Matt.    5v35 og Neither in to the earth because footstool it is of the feet of Him, neither into Jerusalem,  
Matt.    5v35 og because it is of the great king (= JCg - see explanation in Revelations). (Isa.66v1, Ps.48v2). 
Matt.    5v36 og Neither in to the head of you swear, because not you can hair white or black make. 
Matt.    5v37 og And let be the word of you (be) Yes, Yes (and) No, No; and excess of these (words) from of the  
Matt.    5v37 og evil is. 
Matt.    5v37 Thus JC is saying you should be known by the world that your lifestyle demonstrates your righteous nature so 
that you do not need to outwardly call upon oaths to higher Entities to underwrite what you personally state!  The world knows that when 
you state something, then it is The Truth!  Basically a TC can never lie, their conscience before Yahweh would never let them lie to another 
human. The oath to Yahweh is continuously inwardly sworn, that no external word need speak of it. 
Matt.    5v38 This next section leads to utter confusion and so please read through it first & the explanation at the end to remove 
all ‘fog’! 
Matt.    5v38 og You have heard because it said: ‘An eye for (of the) eye also a tooth for (of the) tooth.’  
Matt.    5v39 og And I exclaim/state to you: ‘Not (to) resist to the malicious, but whoever you strikes upon  
Matt.    5v39 og the right of you cheek, turn to him also the other. 
Matt.    5v40 og Also to the (one) wishing to sue also the coat of you take, allow him also the cloak. 
Matt.    5v41 og Also whoever you shall force to go mile one, go with him two. 
Matt.    5v42 og To the (one) asking you to give, also the (one) wishing/desiring from you to borrow not to  
Matt.    5v42 og turn away.’ 
Matt.    5v43 og You have heard because it was said: ‘You shall love the neighbour of you, also you shall  
Matt.    5v43 og hate the enemy of you.’ 
Matt.    5v44 og And I exclaim/state to you: ‘Love the enemies of you, bless the (ones) cursing you, well  
Matt.    5v44 og do/work to the (ones) hating you, also pray on behalf of the (ones) abusing you, also  
Matt.    5v44 og persecuting you.’ 
Matt.    5v38-44 We have the Old Testament telling us to match ‘like with like’, but JC speaking of humans ‘absorbing pain’ and 
offering help to their enemies. 
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What does all this mean? 
Is it a Bible contradiction, that so many atheists keep clamouring about? 
By now we know there are no contradictions within The Bible, but that it is humans who have a false understanding of The Truth! 
So let us analyse what all this means. 
Before we can do this we need to restate known understanding upon which to base our reasoning. 
1. The Law (of Moses) given for all to follow in The Old Testament was based upon displayed works. 
2. Leaders of Society righteously enforced The Law to ensure social harmony (physical/fleshly/death). 
3. The Law given by JC during his ministry directed our thoughts. 
4. TCs righteously enforce The Law upon themselves to ensure social harmony (mind/spiritual/life). 
I took the liberty to throw in some key words within brackets at the end of (2) and (4) to help the reader to identify in context what relates to 
what. 
I hope to explain how all this links together without the ‘mumbo-jumbo’ that many worldly religious sects seem comfortable to wallow 
within! 
How did (1) and (2) work? 
The humans were given many laws explaining how they were to operate within the daily life. The Law given was to be balanced, so that 
humans had to take particular care within their daily life not to hurt their neighbour, knowing that if they did transgress The Law (and hurt 
their neighbour) then an equal penalty was levelled against themselves (enforced by The State). 
This proved a righteous standard because the victim knew that justice had been correctly done (unlike today in many countries that leads to 
severe dissatisfaction and consequential vigilante retaliation). However though The Law was righteous, it could not handle accidents, for 
the times when the perpetrator genuinely ‘did not mean to do it’. 
The one exception was for the ultimate - manslaughter. Yahweh instituted 5 safe cities that a human guilty of man-slaughter could run to, 
have his case examined by The High Priest (now typified by JC) and interfacing with Yahweh (on the sinner’s behalf – like JC) would pass a 
righteous life/death judgement. If found innocent of murder then he could stay there protected from possible retribution given out by victim’s 
family. 
Clearly this righteously operated when The High Priest was in ‘union’ with Yahweh’s Desire, however there were many times when this was 
not true and consequently Yahweh would ignore (“close His ears”) and hence unrighteousness judgements prevailed. 
The ‘equal penalty’ was administered by The State and not the victim’s family. Thus there was no emotion involved in the sentence and the 
victim’s family would be satisfied with the result being equal in magnitude to the original act (neither more nor less in severity). It also 
served as a good reminder to all others in the community to see = be particularly careful not to hurt your neighbour! 
We are able to realise that this was a particularly good system to operate under from a society/system point of view. 
However it had one serious drawback! 
The drawback can be demonstrated with a few examples:- 
1. The victim still may have nurtured ill will within himself or herself about the perpetrator of the original act. 
2. The State enforced physical sentence would not have stopped some humans from perhaps despising their neighbour and trying 
to devise cunning schemes to undermine their neighbour’s well being (‘within’ The Law)! 
So we can conclude that The Law was given for the individual to lead a physical/fleshly life of works not to hurt his neighbour, enforced by 
The State. But the mind may have detested his neighbour, so as never to be proactive in helping his neighbour and thus from Yahweh’s point 
of view this attitude can only righteously lead to death. 
How does (3) and (4) overcome this serious drawback? 
First a statement:- 
JC came to save humans in the world from everlasting death for all those who desire to be saved from it (when all who have ever lived, 
come to understand of JC’s precepts/commands, principally to most humans after resurrection into The Millennium). 
First thing JC tells us – “I have not come to remove any part of The Law (of Moses) but to fulfil it!” 
I explain it in detail in 5v17, but I need to add a little more here for this particular context. 
So JC is telling us that The State should still operate The Law of Moses to maintain the social structure/fabric but he comes to fulfil The Law 
to explain to us how we are personally able to overcome the only drawback of The Law of Moses and now not to be subject to Yahweh’s 
Decree. 
JC is now instructing us on a personal level rather than at a society level how we must behave. There is no one to enforce this mental 
attitude upon us, except ourselves. We now personally become totally responsible for our actions driven by our thoughts thus demonstrating 
the utter lie: “God loves us but only hates our actions” put out by worldly Christian charlatans who are utterly lost in Satan’s fog of 
confusion (I could write a large dissertation explaining in exactitude how false that lie is and may well do when I have time). 
We now drive our synapse construction to have righteous thoughts and thus build our Heavenly Treasure. The synapse construction is just a 
chemical pathway upon which we are able to build personality and reasoning. The operating synapse zone is just the term ‘consciousness’. 
The result of this operation can be placed into any frame to form a conscious entity = soul (which is absolutely nothing to do with some 
ethereal thing that floats off in the air when you are die, just another falsehood put out by Satan to support his Lie: “In no way will you die” 
to confuse humans).  
However I have swerved off my script to dispel a myth. 
Now the choice in our 1st life is that we choose to develop our synapse construction in a manner that Yahweh approves of to become a TC, 
or we wait until our resurrection and have what little heavenly treasure (positive aspects of the synapse construction) there is for Yahweh to 
down-load into our new fleshly bodies and now to rework the pre-programmed synapse (of a much larger worldly thinking synapse 
construction) construction during The Millennium. This reasoning is nothing special – this sort of thing is done millions of times every day 
in ‘the electronic world’ when we program machines from one type of operating frame to another, I regularly do it myself at work when I 
design new instrumentation. 
But the TC has an enormous amount of heavenly Treasure for Yahweh to put into the TC’s spiritual body upon resurrection, whose 
personality and reasoning operates upon a different frame to that of a fleshly synapse construction.  
So getting back to these verses. 
The reader is now able to understand that by developing the thought processes within the brains of all people then society would operate in 
the most righteous manner, each working for the mutual benefit of all. It is precisely The Culmination that JCg is taking his personal 
creation forward to, so that in The Culmination to then present those who desire to imitate JC as now worthy to Yahweh. 
So how can I wrap all this up as described in the verses above? 
As I state everywhere, The Bible is the proclamation of “Yahweh’s Acceptable Year” and how we are best served to get there! 
The best way to get there is to become a TC in Yahweh’s sight as I have explained because inwardly you are driven by your thoughts 
desiring the righteousness of the new system. From this you know that you will received The Expectation to become a Son of God serving 
JCg personally to teach the knowledge you have and practised now (and more able to in The Millennium) within a spiritual body 
guaranteed for everlasting life. 
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To get there as a TC, then you imitate JC and display the Fruits of the HS in your 1st life. 
However the only other way is through the ‘safety net’ approach for the vast majority of humans. Resurrection now is only into a fleshly 
body similar to the present body that we live within now during our 1st life, and everlasting life is now not guaranteed (because The 2nd 
Death is still possible upon us in fleshly bodies for all time according to Yahweh’s Decree “In the day you sin you will die”). Thus death is 
now possible for any resurrected human in a fleshly body and the judgement is then made by JCg - but not by Yahweh (because Yahweh 
made the judgement for those TCs to become His Sons during their 1st life and thus permanently escape The 2nd Death). 
Thus the reader is now able to see the link between the “key words” given above and how they relate to each other and where all the 
various responsibilities lie. 
Matt.    5v45 og So that you may be sons of the Father (Yahweh) of you (thus TCs grafted in to become Abraham’s sons  
Matt.    5v45 og of ‘The Loving Father’) of the in heaven, because the sun of him he makes rise upon (of the) evil  
Matt.    5v45 og also (of the) good, also sends rain upon (of the) just/righteous also (of the) unjust. 
Matt.    5v45 Thus utter equality from Yahweh, to all humans to develop themselves, by being responsible for their own actions 
(see above). 
Matt.    5v46 og For if you love the (ones) loving you, what reward have you?  
Matt.    5v46 og Not even the tax-collectors the same do? 
Matt.    5v47 og Also if you greet the brothers of you only, what exceptional (thing) do you? 
Matt.    5v47 og Not also the tax-collectors so do? (To their own brothers – ‘of the trade’) 
Matt.    5v48 og Be then you perfect, even as the Father of you The (One) in the heavens perfect is. 
Matt.    5v48 Thus you Brethren must group together like you see occurring in other worldly groups. Support each other’s needs, 
and thus adding further witness of the righteousness of your Lifestyle witnessing to authenticity of The Fidelity ultimately sourced from The 
Perfect Yahweh. 
This verse as elsewhere states Yahweh is the pinnacle of perfection within The Universe (plural heavens). 
Matt.    6v1 og {Take care/heed}/{Be attentive/cautious} (to) the {merciful benefaction/alms/deeds} of you  
Matt.    6v1 og not to do before/{in the presence} of man(kind) {in order}/concerning the  
Matt.    6v1 og beholding/{be seen} of them. 
Matt.    6v1 = Do not make public of your generosity to the poor within society (to make you appear good in a worldly sense). 
Matt.    6v2 og Then when you do {merciful benefaction/alms/deeds} not do/work trumpet/{make noise}  
Matt.    6v2 og before/{in the presence} you as the hypocrites do/work (themselves) in the synagogues also in  
Matt.    6v2 og the streets so that they may be glorified by/through (recognition of) the man(kind). 
Matt.    6v2  = Do not proclaim/state to the world that you give, for example, 10% of your earnings to charity or other worldly 
causes. It is easy when you have plenty of excess (by incidentally perhaps ‘robbing the world’ through your personal worldly success – 
made/allowed only possible by Yahweh) to throw 10% into the charity box. Just as the rich men did in the temple. But JC saw the poor 
widow giving 2 mites (likened to 2 farthings less than a penny/cent today), but she gave all she had!  Perhaps wealthy benefactors like the 
rich man speaking to JC asking: ‘What should I do to inherit eternal life?”  And JC said: “Give everything you have away” (it means more 
than this, but I expand locally). 
So perhaps those who publicly state: “I give 10% or other to worthy charities”, should give 100% like the poor widow, and keep quiet? 
Matt.    6v3 og And you by doing {merciful benefaction/alms/deeds} not let know the left of you what does  
Matt.    6v3 og the right of you. 
Matt.    6v4 og Because/{So that may} must/appear/be of you the {merciful benefaction/alms/deeds} in to  
Matt.    6v4 og the secret/discretely, also the Father of you The (One = Yahweh) seeing in to the secret/discrete  
Matt.    6v4 og (things you do), {The Same}/Him will repay in to the open. 
Matt.    6v4  = As a TC you must perform charitable acts in secret, the Father will see these things done in secret and openly 
disclose them. 
So what does this mean? 
We are back to the righteous thought processes within the brain being the Heavenly Treasure! 
A TC is not worldly and does not desire worldly prestige, position and power. A worldly person does desire prestige, position and power 
within Satan’s world of corruption – and that is the point of this!  Very often worldly ‘charity acts’ come with ‘strings attached’ either made 
aware of beforehand or reminded of perhaps years later, thus the ‘receiver’ becomes beholden to the ‘giver’ in a worldly way. 
This is an anathema to Yahweh. 
So this piece is telling us that the righteous thought processes of the TC ‘giver’ expects and desires zero worldly return knowing that he is 
performing Yahweh’s Desire of him. The symbiotic nature of the TC working with Yahweh through Yahweh’s HS dispensed by JCg, this 
complete ‘Entity’ working ‘with one mind’ to actively spread the accurate Word of Yahweh to the world so that all humans are not lost in an 
utter ‘fog of confusion’! 
Because the TCs’ have these naturally developed inherent righteous thought processes then they automatically become resurrected by 
Yahweh at JCg’s 1st 2nd C to become Sons of God where naturally as this verse tells us: “Yahweh will repay them in the open”. 
It becomes obvious to all resurrected humans in fleshly bodies that the Kings/Priests in The Millennium were the TCs in their 1st life! 
Matt.    6v5 og Also when you pray/supplicate not {you shall}/behave as the hypocrites, because they 
Matt.    6v5 og {have fondness}/love/enjoy in the synagogue also in the corners of the open streets  
Matt.    6v5 og stand/present/staunch to pray/supplicate, because/{so that may} (they) wish/desire to  
Matt.    6v5 og shine/glow the (ones = hypocrites) to man(kind). Truly I say to you because they have the  
Matt.    6v5 og reward/wages/paid of them. 
Matt.    6v5 The Pharisees, being the religious leaders in their robes stating their prayers in public for all to see (& relayed on 
television!) 
Matt.    6v6 og And you (TCs) when you pray, enter into the room of you and shutting the door of you, pray  
Matt.    6v6 og to The Father of you of the (one = TC behaving) in to the secret/discretely, also the Father of  
Matt.    6v6 og you The (One) observing/seeing/{taking heed}/regarding in to the secret will  
Matt.    6v6 og reward/repay/recompense into the open. 
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Matt.    6v6 (Exactly as described in v4. Only a TC with genuine love for Yahweh pray/supplicate in private to promote 
Yahweh’s Desire). 
Matt.    6v7 og And when praying/supplicating not do use {vain repetition}/{prate tediously} as the  
Matt.    6v7 og nations/gentiles, for they think because in to the lucidity/{much speech}/prolixity of them  
Matt.    6v7 og they will be heard/{responded/listened to}. 
Matt.    6v7 og I ask the reader look at all the religions of the world, that I term ‘worldly religions’, as the verse here says “of the 
nations”. 
What do you see? 
In the worldly Christian religion an example out of many I could think of, being the use of rosemary beads, in Islam religion the 5 prayers a 
day of repetitive phrases, Hindu and a close 2nd the Buddhist religion being the daily practise of the chanting of repetitive phrases until you 
become ‘brain dead’!  I would suggest that if a deity was listening to any of you then the particular deity would prefer if you played a 
DVD/{tape recorder} and you went on a holiday to stimulate the brain your deity is to have supposedly given to you! 
I realise that I may sound rude and I sincerely do not arrogantly mean to be, but just provoking hopefully a positive reaction for you to think 
about your lifestyle and what it really means to you, your neighbour and ultimately to your deity!  What would your deity really desire, utter 
dedication to the deity’s well being (which in reality you cannot effect) or your neighbours’ well-being that you can in reality effect (who 
also belongs to ‘The Deity’ and you have no right/authority in despoiling).  
Would your deity desire you to spend all your time in mindless chants or using that time profitable in helping your brothers’ well being? 
My Deity strongly desires my worship!  But the worship Yahweh desires is not one directed at Him saying words in hypocritical action, but 
to my neighbour’s well-being every second of the day, every day of the week, every week of my life!  Yahweh sees this positive action and 
gives more HS to develop it. Meanwhile if the TC finds his work difficult then he prays to Yahweh in secret to ‘open doors’, ‘pull strings’, 
‘adjust the environment’ so that the TC may then spread the Word of Yahweh more effectively. The reader is now able to see that prayer is 
not for the TC’s self-indulgence (see JC’s example prayer v9 in context), but purely to promote Yahweh’s Desire in a barren spiritual land. 
Yahweh sees this, listens to the prayer and operates as we now read in context. 
Matt.    6v8 og Then not become similar/like/resemble them, for knows the Father of you what  
Matt.    6v8 og need/requirement you have before of the you ask Him. 
Matt.    6v9 og So now/then pray you (we call it The Lord’s Prayer being a model/example prayer and not to be recited as v7  
Matt.    6v9 og in context): Father (= Yahweh) of us (including JC here) in the heavens (thus Yahweh rules all places =  
Matt.    6v9 og Ultimate Authority).Be sanctified/hallowed (= acknowledged/deemed to be separated from worldly things)  
Matt.    6v9 og the name of You. 
Matt.    6v9 Thus ignore a politician or terrorist, should they bring ‘God’ into one of their speeches on worldly issues – it is 
blasphemy! 
Matt.    6v10 og Come/{be set}/enter the kingdom/reign of You (= Yahweh rule our hearts/motivation to do Your  
Matt.    6v10 og Desire). Occur/accomplish/become the Desire/Will of You, even as in (to the) heaven, also  
Matt.    6v10 og upon of the earth. 
Matt.    6v11 og The bread (= life support = spiritual knowledge/wisdom/understanding/discernment) of us the daily,  
Matt.    6v11 og give to us today 
Matt.    6v12 og Also forgive us the debts/{something owed}/faults of us, even as also we  
Matt.    6v12 og forgive/{leave/lay aside} the (ones = those around us =) debtors/{those owing}/defaulters of us. 
Matt.    6v13 og also not {allow to carry inward} (= protect/assist) us into trial/provocation/temptation  
Matt.    6v13 Not quite as the unrighteous standard bible transitions give - I quote: “And do not led us into temptation”. 
That is not a righteous thing to say towards our loving God, insinuating that it is God who leads us into temptation and we are praying 
“please Yahweh do not bring temptation upon us”!  
As we see it is instant contradiction to other parts of The Bible stating Yahweh is never capable of tempting or able to do evil. 
However the correct translation as I give, offers no contradiction and we see that we are praying to Yahweh for His HS to assist us, to 
protect us when Satan puts temptation/trial against us, just as he did JC earlier. 
Again I ask the reader – Can you trust your Bible translation? 
A better translation, though not directly accurate, would be: “And do not allow us to be led into temptation (beyond what we can 
withstand).” 
Matt.    6v13 og but {rush/push in assistance}/{forced deliverance} us from  
Matt.    6v13 og malice/{hurtful words}/evil/sinners 
Matt.    6v13  This is not the duplicate of the 1st part of the verse let me explain. 
The 1st part of the verse asks upon Yahweh’s guidance (knowledge/wisdom gained from The Bible) to avoid worldly trials (by steering 
ourselves around them before they get to us). 
However if worldly trials beset us, become pressing upon us, then:- 
The 2nd part is asking of Yahweh to ‘swoop in’ quickly to rescue us from the malice/slander/{hurtful words}/{grievous works}/evil 
perpetrated by those protecting their worldly self-interests.  
Matt.    6v13 og [Because of You is the kingdom, also the power also the glory into the ages = CA] 
Matt.    6v14 og For if you forgive the (ones) man(kind) the {unintentional errors/faults} of them, also will  
Matt.    6v14 og forgive you the Father of you the heavenly. 
Matt.    6v15 og And if not you forgive the (ones of) man(kind) the {unintentional errors/faults} of them, neither  
Matt.    6v15 og the Father (Yahweh) of you will forgive the {unintentional errors/faults} of you. 
Matt.    6v15 This is precisely the point I make elsewhere, where the TC having been baptised takes upon the attitude, mental 
thought processes to live a righteous life and thus accepted by Yahweh as a TC though thoughts and works. Now the TC becomes justified 
upon thought processes and not works based upon The Law of Moses, thus when as stated here unintentional errors/faults occur then 
Yahweh ignores them and still considers the TC as being perfect because their salvation is running upon The Law of JC based upon 
thoughts rather than works. 
It is important to clear some further fog that worldly Christians spread everywhere when speaking of ‘works’. 
I Quote: “You are not saved by works but only believing in JC”.  
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This is a terrible distortion of The Truth, something that modern political ‘spin doctors’ would be so proud of! 
Let me state the reality and then I will explain it: 
The Law of Moses condemns the human on works that demonstrate the human failing The Law. 
The Law of JC blesses the human on works that demonstrates the TC entrusts upon JC’s Law. 
So what do I mean here? 
One can see both sides of ‘the coin’ here. 
Group 1. Humans who do not demonstrate that they entrust upon JC are judged against The Law and fail it! 
However JC gave us all a second opportunity at learning righteousness in The Millennium, but it will be as we are now in a fleshly body, 
but now with JC ruling and Satan restrained. In learning righteousness we now during our 2nd opportunity have to imitate JC’s lifestyle = 
demonstrate works eternally for us to live eternally – because The 2nd Death is ‘just over the hill’ and it definitely effects fleshly bodies!  
Remember The 2nd Death is utter annihilation. 
Group 2. Humans in this group are TCs who now imitate JC during their 1st life, by entrusting/faith upon JC. These TCs are living as 
though they are living in the future Millennium period, but during their 1st life. These humans have been baptised and accurately preach 
‘The Word of God’ displaying the Fruits of the HS, as true stewards of God’s Word – they are now working hard demonstrating that they 
entrust upon JC’s promise being The Expectation of something new, not given out before JC’s ministry. The Expectation is to become a Son 
of God upon their resurrection. They are resurrected into spiritual bodies upon which the 2nd Death has no hold over them = it does not 
effect them. If as The Bible states “The 2nd Death cannot effect them”, then they have guaranteed eternal life upon resurrection (as JC 
constantly tells us: they will “live” = for eternity). 
Thus we have a differentiation here which is never preached. 
1. We all have access to a resurrection because of JC’s underserved gift that no works from any human can buy. 
However on the flip side:- 
2. Work must be done to demonstrate a righteous lifestyle in order to have an eternal life. 
When this work is personally done, is purely dependent upon the uptake of the Knowledge of Yahweh and inculcate it within your lifestyle. 
This either occurs during our 1st life or during our last opportunity after our resurrection. If however, it is never done then The 2nd Death of 
annihilation will loom. Thus in context when The Bible says “Faith without works is dead” – it means just that to the human! 
Hopefully this piece clears the ‘fog of confusion’ in what is presently taught by worldly Christians. 
It is summed up in a worldly, but accurate expression:  “Where the mind goes, the body follows!” 
Matt.    6v16 og Also when you fast/{not eat}, not become as the hypocrites (having the)  
Matt.    6v16 og sullen/mournful/gloomy face, for they disfigure/waste the faces of them so as they  
Matt.    6v16 og appear/seem the (ones) to man(kind) fasting. Truly I exclaim/proclaim to you that they have  
Matt.    6v16 og the reward/payment/wage of them. 
Matt.    6v16  Thus these humans get the worldly reward now in their 1st life by appearing as such righteous and wonderful 
people/leaders. 
Matt.    6v17 og And you (the) fasting anoint of you the head, also the face of you wash. 
Matt.    6v18 og So as not to appear the (one) to man(kind) fasting, but to the Father of you to the (one) in to the  
Matt.    6v18 og secret; also the Father of you The (One) seeing in to the secret will repay/reward you in to the  
Matt.    6v18 og open. 
Matt.    6v18  Again it is the thoughts hidden that JCg knows and reflects back to Yahweh as our intercessor. The TC has no 
desire to have recognition from ‘the world’ for the tireless work that they do to publicise Yahweh’s Name in their lifestyle by imitating JC. 
Their only motivation is driven by the personal joy coming from bringing new people into The Fidelity knowing of the personal calm this 
brings to humans. Because “The Truth will set you free”. 
Matt.    6v19 og Not amass/store/heap for you treasures/wealth upon of the earth, where moth also eating (=  
Matt.    6v19 og rusting away) cause (it) to perish/vanish, also where thieves/robbers break/penetrate (through)  
Matt.    6v19 og also steal/filch. 
Matt.    6v20 og And amass/store/heap for you treasures/wealth in (to the) heaven where neither moth nor  
Matt.    6v20 og eating (= rusting away) cause to perish/vanish, also where thieves/robbers not break/penetrate  
Matt.    6v20 og (through) nor steal/filch/pilfer. 
Matt.    6v20  As I ardently claim “The Heavenly Treasure” is the positive aspects of the mechanism that is constructed from 
your thought processes. The synapse construction is a 3-dimesional interconnecting lattice of weak and strong links at the synapse 
junctions. The desired conscious thought processes adjusts the strength of the connectivity within the lattice, thus the human tunes the lattice 
by their thought processes. 
It is this lattice structure that is retained by Yahweh (impossible for us to do at present) that is reloaded back into the resurrected human by 
reprogramming the new lattice structure with the stored information (= Ezekiel’s example of the valley of dry bones). This function is 
carried out by Yahweh’s power of the HS in action (that is why we cannot blaspheme against the HS else we are denying our resurrection). 
This is not so far-fetched because a simpler version of this is done many billions of times a day in the field of electronics with electronic 
silicon structured memories. 
Thus Yahweh is able to store this lattice structure for every one of us so that our “1st death” just becomes ‘asleep’ upon our resurrection 
(thus spoken of in The Bible as being awaken/roused/raised). Yahweh was righteously/legitimately (under His Decree on Sin) able to do this 
because of JC’s undeserved gift for all of us. Clearly upon our resurrection Yahweh will not need to store the information during our time 
during The Millennium (though He is quite able to), thus The 2nd Death now becomes an utter annihilation because there is no stored 
information to be loaded into a new lattice structure. 
Thus when we pass through our 1st death this information is completely safe in Yahweh’s hands during our period of being ‘asleep’ while we 
await our resurrection. Now clearly as I identify elsewhere if this stored information is sufficiently worthy being that of a TC then Yahweh 
will not put this structure into a DNA based body. But instead Yahweh will place this information into a ‘body’ that is ‘Spiritual’ (based 
upon something that I do not know of) which is precisely what He did upon JC’s resurrection back into his former state as JCg. 
I hope this explains clearly the practical aspects of what this Heavenly treasure means. 
Matt.    6v21 og For where is the treasure/wealth of you there will be also the heart of you. 
Matt.    6v21 ‘The heart’ in The Bible always means ‘the seat of motivation/zeal/passion’ for the body to actively ‘do something’. 
The head always means the seat of intellectual reasoning = thought processes based upon knowledge within the head. So we now 
understand that in Biblical understanding, it is the heart that drives/motivates the head, though the head should rule/control the heart 
(though often it does not because the knowledge base is unsound to know how to control the heart)!  Thus putting this together the thought 
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processes become motivated by the heart driving the human to create the appropriate treasure. The next few verses tell us where this 
treasure is stored and hence the heart motivation driving the thoughts. 
Matt.    6v22 og The lamp/illuminator of the body is the eye (=metaphoric input device), if now the eye single  
Matt.    6v22 og (=one minded =solid/sound =not confused) be, all the body/complete of you {full of bright light} is. 
Matt.    6v23 og And if the eye of you malicious/hurtful/slanderous/grievous/mischief (“poneros”  
Matt.    6v23 og Strongs = 4190) be, all body/complete of you {full/complete darkness} is. If now the light the  
Matt.    6v23 og in you darkness is, the darkness how great/vast!   
Matt.    6v23  An interesting verse!   
“Light” in The Bible always means “knowledge” for the humans to operate their life upon (= they are shown where to go and how to 
conduct their lifestyle). The context tells the reader whether the “knowledge” comes from Yahweh, or the world (= from Satan). In virtually 
every instance in The Bible, the “light” comes from Yahweh and is thus for our edification. While “darkness” is used to emphasis the 
wayward, wanton lifestyle of the world (under Satan’s present inept management) away from Yahweh that leads to self destruction. 
However in these verses we read specifically about the “lamp” being our eye ‘putting knowledge into our body’. 
v22 tells us that if the TC is ‘solid in the knowledge’ of Yahweh then they have a bright (= correct) light on how to conduct their lifestyle. 
v23 tells us that the eye is desiring worldly self-gratification, then to satisfy this, the person will stoop to any level to achieve their goal. 
This is within context to the earlier verse  speaking of “where your heart is, so then is your desire”. 
Further understanding comes from 1Tim.6v10 “For the love of money is the root of all evil (“kakos” Strongs = 2556)”. 
Let me explain this: 
 The difference between the two words is I quote: ‘“Poneros” = evil, in effect or influence, and thus differing from “kakos”, which refers 
rather to the essential character, as well as from 4550, which indicates degeneracy from original virtue’ 
Thus we understand that these two words mean the same thing, except here Matt.6v23 ‘the eye itself, is having this evil effect/influence’, 
but in 1Tim.6v10 ‘the love of money is having an evil degradation upon the person’. 
So what do we reason upon this understanding? 
In both instances the result is the same, we end up with humans far from Yahweh’s ideal standard (which is why these verses are written in 
The Bible as a warning to us)! 
Now place this back into the context of the verse: 
“If now the light (= knowledge absorbed) is darkness in you, (then) how great/vast the darkness is! 
Thus JC is saying:- 
If the person desires things of the world, then the eye will take in worldly knowledge and put this knowledge into practice to gain worldly 
things to satisfy their self-gratification. The heart will chase after this worldly treasure and thus have no desire in absorbing any light of 
Yahweh (which requires considerable effort). 
This sadly, is a vicious circle spiralling downwards and inwards upon itself, and regrettably, most often it requires a violent incident in the 
person’s life to pull them out of it. It is this ‘step change’ that causes the person to reflect upon how wayward their previous life has been. 
Likewise, this reasoning fully supports the necessity of The Millennium for the vast majority of us. 
Matt.    6v24 og No one is able 2 Lords serve; for either the one (he) will hate, also the other (he) will love, or  
Matt.    6v24 og one (he) will cleave to, also of the other (he) will despise. Not you are able (to the) God serve  
Matt.    6v24 og also wealth. 
Matt.    6v25 og Through (knowledge of) this, I exclaim/state to you: Not be anxious of the life/soul of you,  
Matt.    6v25 og what (you) eat [also what (you) drink = CA]; nor to the body of you, what you put on.  
Matt.    6v25 og Not the life/soul more is (than) of the food, also the body (than) of the clothing? 
Matt.    6v26 og Look/observe at the birds of the heaven, because not they sow, nor do they reap, nor gather  
Matt.    6v26 og into barns, also the Father of you the (one = Yahweh) heavenly feeds them not do you  
Matt.    6v26 og rather/{the more}/better surpass/{more value}/excellent (than) them?  
Matt.    6v27 og And who of you being anxious is able to add/increase upon the stature/maturity of him  
Matt.    6v27 og cubic one? 
Matt.    6v28 og Also concerning clothing why anxious are you?   
Matt.    6v28 og Consider the lilies of the field, how (they) grow, not (they) labour/work nor spin/weave. 
Matt.    6v29 og And I exclaim/state to you:  
Matt.    6v29 og Because not even Solomon in all the glory of him was clothed as one of these 
Matt.    6v30 og And if the grass of the field today being also tomorrow into (the) furnace being thrown, JCg  
Matt.    6v30 og (being stated as the original creator in JC’s former state) thus enrobes (designed in). (Are) not much more  
Matt.    6v30 og you (of) little faith? 
Matt.    6v31 og Now not be anxious, exclaiming: What may we eat or what may we may drink or what may  
Matt.    6v31 og cloth us? 
Matt.    6v32 og For all these (things) the nations seek, for knows the Father of you The (One = Yahweh) because  
Matt.    6v32 og you need these all. 
Matt.    6v33 og And seek first the kingdom of the God also the righteousness of Him (Yahweh), also these  
Matt.    6v33 og (things) all will be added to you. 
Matt.    6v34og Now not be anxious for the morrow/{next day}, for the morrow/{next day} will be anxious  
Matt.    6v34og the (one) itself. Sufficient/enough to the day the badness/depravity/malignity/malice/evil (in  
Matt.    6v34og this world). 
Matt.    6v34 = Do not worry about tomorrow, for already there is worry to be had in that day tomorrow. Based upon past 
experience we know each day will bring up its own worldly problems that we have to face. 
JC is trying to tell us do not become over burdened by being fearful about what tomorrow may bring. Just lead a righteous life that does not 
demand power/prestige/position/materialism/immorality/etc from out of the world, then your worldly problems will be minimised.  
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This is the second section with much “worship” in it and also additional information on how we are to behave in 
life. Were we are to come to Jesus to gain The Wisdom of God – by precisely imitating Jesus – because wisdom 
means applying The Knowledge of Yahweh accurately within your lifestyle. That is how Jesus became The 
Wisdom of God and precisely why we must imitate him = his lifestyle driven by his personality which was 
accurately applying The Knowledge he had of Yahweh – being The Witness of Yahweh. 

Can the reader see singing and dancing for that wonderful feeling of emotional hype within the script? 
 

 
John    4v6 og And was there a fountain of the Jacob. Then the JC being weary from the journey was. 
John    4v6 og Thus sitting upon the well (to rest his body), (the) hour was about (the) sixth (in the day = about noon). 
John    4v7 og Comes a woman of the Samaria to draw (up) water. Says to her the JC: 
John    4v7 og “Give me to drink (of your water).  
John    4v8 og For the disciples of him (JC) had gone away into of the city, that food they should be buying. 
John    4v9 og Says then to him the women the Samaritan: “How are you, a Jew being, from me to drink  
John    4v9 og requesting, (I) being a woman of Samaria?” 
John    4v9 [For the Jews had no dealings with the Samaritans = CA – where CA = Copyist Addition – thus ignore] 
John    4v10 og Answered JC also said to her: “If you knew of the gift of the God, also who is the (one = JC)  
John    4v10 og saying to you: Give me to drink, you would have request him, also he would wish/desire (to)  
John    4v10 og give you water living!”  (= JC desires to give to anyone the living water of knowledge on how to live correctly  
John    4v10 to Yahweh’s Desire). 
John    4v11 og Says to him the woman: “Lord no vessel you have, also the well is deep; from where then  
John    4v11 og have you water the living? 
John    4v12 og Not you greater are (than) the father of us, Jacob (who changed his name to Israel), who gave us the  
John    4v12 og well also (the) same (= well) out of it drank, also the (12) sons of him (Israel), also the livestock  
John    4v12 og of him?” 
John    4v12 John is deliberately picking up this incident because Jacob being the forebear of Old Fleshly Israel giving this well 
of water for all to drink (Samaritans and Judeans), typifies JC as the forebear of New Spiritual Israel offering his water (= spiritual 
knowledge of Yahweh for everlasting life = how to behave) to the Samaritans (typifying the world) and to Judeans (typifying the TCs). 
John    4v13 og  Answered the JC also said to her: “Every (one) the drinking of the water this (well) will thirst  
John    4v13 og  again. 
John    4v13  Because this water H2O out of the well feeds the fleshly body comprising of about 70% of H2O and it is the fleshly 
body that will live for (a mean of) 70 years (under reasonable conditions) and then completely rot to nothing. This body and our synapse 
construction would die with it eternally. But because of what JCg did, as JC for his creation, has enabled Yahweh to legitimately/righteously 
before His own edict, to store the synapse construction in His depository (just like I do in my electronic memories on different medium). 
Then before all accusers Yahweh may legitimately just the once (because of the once only undeserved gift of JC) to down load this data (= 
original synapse construction) back into an operating frame either into fleshly again (DNA based) or Spiritual based operating frame. The 
reader is now able to understand that if the water that JC gives v14, being of the knowledge of Yahweh and the righteous thought processes 
(moulding our synapse construction, being the movement of calcium and phosphorous ions strengthening or weakening of millions of 
junctions) driven by the application of this knowledge in our works then produces the spiritual Heavenly Treasure from our synapse 
construction that is stored in heaven during our life. Upon our resurrection this heavenly treasure is then downloaded (1st 2nd C) into the 
spiritual frame for guaranteed life everlasting, or into a fleshly frame (The General Resurrection) where the spiritual knowledge must be 
practiced forever, else face The 2nd Death (because any alienation now from Yahweh = eternal annihilation).  
John    4v14 og but who ever drinks of the water which I give (to) him not ever will thirst again unto the age  
John    4v14 og (forever) but the water which I will give him will becoming in him (a TC) a fountain of water (=  
John    4v14 og growing knowledge) springing up (resurrection at 1st 2nd C) into life everlasting” (as Kings/Priests of The  
John    4v14 Millennium in spiritual bodies). 
John    4v15 og Says to him the woman: “Lord give me this water that not I thirst nor come here to draw.” 
John    4v15  (She was almost ‘playing along’ with JC not understanding the deeper meaning. The meaning as I have explained 
above). 
John    4v16 og (JC understood this and as a lead-in thus) Says to her the JC:  
John    4v16 og “Go call the husband of you, also come here.” 
John    4v17 og Answered the woman also said: “Not I have a husband.” 
John    4v17 og Says to her the JC: “Correctly answered because not a husband I (reference to the woman) have 
John    4v18 og For 5 husbands you had, also now whom you have, not is your husband.  
John    4v18 og This truly you answered.” 
John    4v19 og Says to him, the woman: “Lord I perceive/recognise/understand because a prophet are you.  
John    4v20 og (So genuinely asks of something that has been on her mind) The fathers of us in this to the mountain  
John    4v20 og (Gerizin is 5 km SW of Sychar) worshiped, also you say because in Jerusalem is the place where it  
John    4v20 og is correct to worship.” 
John    4v20  Historically some 600 to 700 years earlier Israel was split into two nations, two ‘tribes’ of the south and ten ‘tribes’ 
of the north. The northern ‘tribes’ intermarried with foreigners (predominately Syrians) and were thus considered by the southern Jews as 
not being pure Jews. These supposed impure Jews were called the Samaritans and were rejected by the southern Jews from worshiping at 
Jerusalem. Thus the ‘Samaritans’ set up an alternative centre of worship based at Mount Gerizin (about 50 km due north of Jerusalem). 
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John    4v21 og Says to her the JC: “Woman believe me, because comes a time/season, because not in to the  
John    4v21 og mountain this; nor in Jerusalem will you worship to the Father (= Yahweh). 
John    4v21 Effectively JC is moving on to say: When you understand The Truth, you will realise that worshipping Yahweh (= 
The Almighty God) is not through outward signs that we see all around the world today = humans going to physical places (church 
buildings / Mosques / Temples / etc) and waste their time (as The Almighty God would recognise) in ‘self-complimentary, self-righteous, 
feel-good’ indulgences, (that commercially support the worldly religious leaders) but that you worship Yahweh in your actions every 
second, minute, hour, day, week, year, lifetime to your neighbour by helping them to get to know Yahweh, so that they too, may copy you 
(Paul said: “Copy me”) every second of their life to demonstrate The Fruits of the HS. Yahweh wants this to become a ‘chain reaction’. 
Thus you personally become the active Temple of God, not a lifeless stone building (the meaning to be taken both ways).  
JC told us: “Do not be a hypocrite like the Pharisees (= Religious leaders of the day) and worship publicly … ..” etc. 
John    4v22 og You are worshipping what not you know (in the way you worship is not what Yahweh desires see v21),  
John    4v22 og we (JC followed by TCs) are worshipping what we know/aware/understand (that Yahweh desires to  
John    4v22 og see), because the salvation of the Jews is (Prophecy: being representative of the New Spiritual Israel made  
John    4v22 og up of TCs). 
John    4v23 og But is coming a time/season, also now is (disciples now but then the TCs that will then follow), because  
John    4v23 og the true worshippers will worship to the Father in spirit (see Glossary) also truth; also for the  
John    4v23 og Father (Yahweh) such seeks the (ones = TCs) worshiping Him (thus Yahweh is coming after those who  
John    4v23 have demonstrated the correct lifestyle). 
John    4v23 Those humans who respond to “JCg knocking at the door (Rev.3v20) and then welcomed in to have supper with 
him” become TCs. Because JCg’s presence (‘coming’) is with them, then JCg dispenses Yahweh’s HS within those who actively take him on 
correctly publicising The Word of God – like the faithful stewards who made more of their money when entrusted with it through their 
personal belief. These entrusted stewards worked so hard during their 1st life in the accurate preaching of God’s Word, being accurate they 
effectively are preaching in Truth = maintaining The Fidelity of God’s Word. Because these entrusted stewards are working out Yahweh’s 
Desire then they are worshipping Yahweh in Truth. JCg and Yahweh work together to pull out from the worldly Christian Nation the few 
nuggets of refined gold being the TCs to become The Bride of Christ and also The Sons of God to become the Kings/Priests over all 
resurrected humans in The Millennium. 
John    4v24 og Spirit JCg is; also the (ones = TCs) worshipping Him in spirit also truth need to worship.” 
John    4v24 Just an extension to explain v23 above. JCg is in a spiritual body and thus able to be working in those who desire to 
have supper with him. He gives out Yahweh’s HS to those who are effective in using it to the Desire of Yahweh (being: 1. Love Yahweh with 
all your heart, mind and body 2. Love your neighbour as yourself and from these two things then the TC, 1. Accurately, also actively, 
spreads The Word of God to his fellow neighbour (= stranger) 2. Lives a life actively demonstrating the fruits of the HS. 
In doing these things the TC worships Yahweh. 
Worshipping Yahweh is NOT just bowing 5 times a day, or once/twice a week, saying a few worthless lines that any mindless electronic 
recording apparatus can deliver, similarly chanting while repetitively counting rosemary beads. This is blind worthless use of a rational 
thinking mind of a human being. 
Yahweh does NOT look favourably upon this sort of thing because it mocks what faculties his wonderful son JCg has put into his personal 
creation. 
John    4v25 og Says to him the woman: “I know/understand because Messiah (= God’s anointed one = JC) is  
John    4v25 og coming, the one being called Christ (= Messiah in Greek). When comes that one,  
John    4v25 og he will announce to us all” (things) 
John    4v26 og Says to her the JC: “I am!  The (one = The Christ/Messiah) speaking to you.” 
John    4v26 This is precisely what JC did during his ministry. He preached of Yahweh’s Acceptable Year = The Millennium and 
demonstrated the results of it through his miracles. He also commanded those who claim to take on his name to imitate his actions; and not 
to be hypocrites by claiming to have his name but being passive to, or worse distort/twist The Word of God to innocents = the ‘children’ in 
The Fidelity. 
John    4v27 og Also upon this came the disciples of him, also marvelled because with a woman he was  
John    4v27 og speaking (but) no one though said, ‘What seek you? Or Why speak you with her?’ 
John    4v27 (For the sole reason that a Jew would/should not be speaking to a Samaritan.) 
John    4v28 og Leaves then the water-pot of her the woman, also went away into the city,  
John    4v28 og also says to the men: 
John    4v29 og “Come! See a man who told me all (things) what (ever) I did.”    “Not this one is the Christ?” 
John    4v30 og They (city men) went out then from the city, also came to him (JC). 
John    4v31 og And in to the meantime asked him the disciples saying: “Rabbi (Master/teacher), eat.” 
John    4v32 og And he said to them: “Food I have to eat which you not do know (= knowledge fed to JC directly  
John    4v32 og from Yahweh via the HS).” 
John    4v33 og Said then the disciples to one another: “No one brought him food to eat?” 
John    4v34 og Says to them the JC: “My food is that I do the desire/will of the (One = Yahweh) having  
John    4v34 og dispatched me, also I may finish of Him (Yahweh) the work. (Yahweh’s work = ministry and selfless  
John    4v34 sacrifice being of his murder). 
John    4v34  JC now starts a figurative illustration to speak of the harvest of humans by applying it to something humans would 
understand at the time because so many were farmers (but less now because so few people in western society are farmers/gardeners – hence 
my explanation). 
John    4v35 og Not do you say: Because still 4 months is it, also the harvest comes? 
John    4v35 (= Do not wait to a supposed time in the future to do something, just because it is always done at that time in the 
future but:-) 
John    4v35 og Behold! I say to you, Lift up the eyes of you also behold the fields because light/white  
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John    4v35 og (= golden) they are to the harvest already. (= Looking at the fields and when they are golden, you know now  
John    4v35 the harvest is ready).  
John    4v35 JC now enters the point he is trying to make after stating: Do not wait for other people to harvest when they think 
the time is correct – but be self motivated - go out yourself when you see the harvest of humans is ready which may be earlier than what 
others believe it to be.  
And from v34 the grain is the future food, thus the grain being more new Brethren to create more TCs should be our food to keep us going. 
John    4v36 og Also the (one = person) reaping reward receives, also gathers fruit into life everlasting that also  
John    4v36 og the (one = person) sowing together may rejoice also the (one = person) reaping. 
John    4v36 JC knows that all humans enjoy participating in the harvest. But JC has extended the simile to say that this special 
fruit harvested is of TCs who are harvested into spiritual body (hence the enhanced joy of those participating in the harvesting). But JC is 
stating: There would be no harvest without those who put the work in at the beginning to sow the Seed of God’s Word to strangers within 
the world. But those who sowed knew what the results would be in the future and the joy that would come from the harvest, it is this 
knowledge that provides the motivation for the person sowing in the beginning. 
John    4v37 og (JC is saying for you know from personal experience that;) For in this the word is true (from what I am  
John    4v37 og saying) because another is the (one = person) sowing, also another (one = person) reaping  
John    4v37  (both at different times in the year and perhaps do not to see/know of each other but they are working symbiotically 
for a common good of more TCs as fruit) 
John    4v37  Thus the initial person goes out to preach God’s Word and sees no results from their hard labour (though this does 
not worry the labourer – see v36), but upon later reflection, those who listened during the sowing period become convinced into the 
authenticity The Word of God = the growing period between sowing and harvest. So we understand that later TCs reap the reward when 
they enjoin with these New Brethren to form the increased Body of JC to then further the preaching work for Yahweh. 
John    4v38 og I sent you (disciples and later the TCs) to reap what not you laboured over (because JC is sowing with  
John    4v38 his ministry, then followed by disciples [for the following TCs to reap] and so it ripples down through the 
generations). 
John    4v38 og (Now generally throughout all time) Others have laboured (being Old Testament prophets labouring for  
John    4v38 og Yahweh’s Word amongst religious/secular hostility of their Jewish nation) also you into the labour of them  
John    4v38 og you (TCs) have entered” 
John    4v38 (= TCs are entering into the labour for Yahweh’s Word amongst religious/secular hostility of their Religious Nation 
of today!) 
John    4v39 og And (people) out of the city, that many (of them) believed into him (JC), (those) of the Samaritans 
through  
 

 
 
Page 5 – You say the millennium cannot come into being until God has his full quota of sons but again it is all 
about Israel.  
You are so correct! 
But in the wrong direction - for it is all about The New Spiritual Israel (see Glossary) and not fleshly Israel, that 
has become redundant – and the present fleshly Israel is merely a visible time-piece that is going through the 
motions in parallel to Yahweh’s Desire, where Yahweh knew beforehand how to get all the figures, timing and 
quota to all come together at the same point in time where He instructs (as prophesised in so many places to 
show Yahweh’s utter justified Omnificence of The Universe) that His son Christ Jesus as JCg is to “come as a 
thief in the night” at his 1st 2nd C to collect his bride being The New Spiritual Israel. 
Please read my illustration entitled “What does Israel Mean?” 
 
 
It is when the army of 200,000,000 come against her that the Lord will return and fight to defend Israel and in 
that day they will know that Jesus was, is Messiah.  
Please contact me by email to show me where The Bible might state this – because I have not a clue where this 
comes from in The New Testament (but see later) and I have personally translated it from the original Greek! 
Please read John’s Revelation on this website www.FutureLife.Org to discover what is to occur, plus other 
epistles in my exegesis. 
But I ask: 

Place yourself in the position of an Israeli reading this piece who is not presently a Christian (and even 
if they were) what would they be thinking of anybody writing this piece? 

I personally would become xenophobic – and quite rightly so!  
But this is not quite the picture The Bible paints – because again it is allegoric, though sadly we will always 
have conflict in The Middle East only because The Bible tells us that there will always be enmity between the 
Ishmael and Isaac, also between Esau and Jacob (Israel). 
However The Bible does speak of Armageddon (at Rev.16v14,16) being a transmutation of “Har-Magedon” 
where Yahweh defended Israel as given in The Old Testament), also Gog and Magog (Rev.20v8) but this is 
through allegories of what “Israel” really means – please see document entitled “What does Israel Mean?” 
where it becomes obvious “Israel” being “Perseverance with Subjector” changes with time as Yahweh’s Most 
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Perfect Plan steadily unfolds. Thus we need to understand that the term “Gog” being its usage in The Bible 
infers a fast and vicious warlord coming down upon “Israel”. 
Thus it is with this understanding being then: Upon which “Perseverance with Subjector” does Gog swoop 
down upon, where it could be (1) the fleshly Israelite nation, (2) New fleshly Israel (= the worldly Christian 
Nation – where we are taught in Rev.18 it shall be destroyed – and we are witnessing its demise now), (3) The 
New Spiritual Israel (= 144000 Sins of God) or finally it could be (4) The World at the end of The Millennium 
after Satan has been released for a short while (3.5 years) to cause mayhem amongst the whole world being now 
The Final Fleshly Israel. 
I will leave it here and not go through the many pages of exegesis to define which “Israel” it might be – being 
outside the scope of this document. 
 
 
Then there will be weeping and wailing, every tribe apart, so the word tells us, when they realise they rejected 
Him the first time around. 
I also think there will be much indignation within The Christian Nation – when the individuals within it realised 
they too, missed the position of Sonship to Yahweh for an eternity!  There will also be much weeping and 
wailing, gnashing of teeth of these people when they state back to Jesus: “Did we not do these things in your 
name?”  And Jesus tells them to ‘go into outer darkness – these workers of lawlessness/iniquity’. These ones can 
only be worldly Christian Leaders who claimed to do all these wonderful things in “The Name of Jesus”!  And 
thus all this be more applicable in every way to the very worldly Christian Nation (as a whole). 
 
 
Page 6 – You ask 6 questions “when has the reader ever ... ...”. Well, I have heard all these things being 
preached in the churches I have attended.  I do not know what churches you have attended! 
Well I am impressed that you are fortunate enough to be in one of those very few congregations where this 
might occur – BUT:- 
I would like to make an interesting comment being the most important tool that Jesus kindly gave to us, to assist 
in our auditing of those who would claim to represent him during the next 2000 years or so: 

“You know the tree by examining its fruitage”. 
So putting what you state back into the context that I gave, – I then quote myself: 
“This is never explained, because quite simply worldly Christian Leaders do not understand it! 

When did the reader hear of The Millennium being preached and what it will be like? 
When did the reader hear about “The Special Marriage”? 
When did the reader hear about two judgements, one of which is The Greater/Special Judgement? 
When did the reader last hear what the credentials are of those who are to become Jesus’ Bride? 
When did the reader hear about the Heavenly/Celestial Body? 
And further: Has the reader heard any of these terms? 

The answers to these questions speaks volumes about what worldly Christian Leaders do not understand because 
they just do not preach about them - because they have lost ‘their focus’, become distracted by the things of The 
World and thus missed ‘The Target’ being “The Goal” that Yahweh has presented as being possible for any 
individual who is prepared to imitate His son Jesus Christ!” 
 
As I stated “worldly Christian Leaders do not understand because they just do not preach about them .....” 
“Preach” means (ideally correctly and accurately being the whole point of the exercise) “to teach and explain what these 
things truly mean” for that is The Duty of those who claim to come in The Name of Yahweh. 
And you know The Tree (the religious leaders) by their fruitage (being those individuals within the 
congregation) sadly not understanding the scriptures as we witness here where significant explanation is 
required to untangle ‘worldly wisdom’ – being merely the mantra of worldly Christian Leaders! 
And not just the things stated here – but moreover in many aspects not covered within this document to fully 
substantiate what I state – that worldly Christian leaders are pretty clueless in what and how they teach – only 
because what I teach (merely The Bible expanded/explained) destroys their worldly wisdom – showing to have 
no substance – merely their “house (= family members = congregations) built upon sand” which collapses when 
met by the real storms of life – as we witness in their lifestyle! 
I yearn for those very ‘best’ worldly protagonists to contact me with their worldly exegesis so that I might have 
even more direct quotable material with which to work, thus enabling me to publicise to The World the 
deviate/wayward manner in their reasoning! 
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Conclusion: 
 
Most importantly please forgive me if I sound harsh to the correspondent – for that is the furthest from my mind 
– and I welcome much correspondence like this so that I might tease open the subject matter – for it does ensure 
that iteration to “The Absolute Truth” ensues for the benefit of myself and all visitors to this website. 
However my wrath is directed to worldly Christian Leaders who fall into so many different groupings, from (1) 
the naive, (2) those who do not care – for it is merely an income and (3) to those high up milking every type of 
self-indulgence that their position gives – where so many of them do not even ‘believe’ in the subject matter 
they are purporting to represent (for it comes out in their speeches – because I cannot call them sermons)! 
Those in the third grouping shall feel the wrath of Yahweh (being The Vengeance of The Lord) – where perhaps 
many of them shall never be resurrected again – they will be annihilated before even reaching The Millennium!  
I know precisely who those charlatans are by examining how remote they are from imitating Jesus’ lifestyle – 
just as they know themselves – just as Yahweh also knows! 
But I have mentioned no names because I need not! –  For those of the congregations who are concerned enough 
will read their Bibles (if not, then they deserve who they get leading them) and then be in the position to 
determine precisely who fits in which grouping! 
Those culpable have been forewarned! 
 
As I state elsewhere – not all Christian leaders are worldly. There are some who are fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire, 
and I understand there are at least 70,000 in the world today fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to the best they are able 
with the talents been given! 

And how will you find them? 
They will be precisely imitating Jesus’ ministry being in a position just one ‘level’ above those to whom they 
are communicating/explaining The Word of God , on occasions at perhaps a one to one relationship, without the 
use of modern technology to exemplify their worldly self-gratification. 
The sole reason that that this is done – is to fulfil Yahweh Desire where in imitating Jesus they are encouraging 
others to learn the subject material and thus be in the position to be replaced by a newly enthused solidly 
grounded in knowledge person, so that they too might imitate Jesus in their lifestyle/personality – from which 
the fruits of the spirit will also be evident - merely as a supplementary validation to that what is taught. 
 
 
 
 
Now I need to ask the reader: 

Have you jumped to this conclusion by skipping the small quotes of the NT Translation because it 
seemed too boring – or over complicated? 

Should this be true, then it would be disappointing because I have presented merely a tiny sample of the huge 
amount of work I put in over 3 years to produce what I would term the most accurate English translation directly 
from The Ancient Greek of The New Testament that exists on this planet – with even the luxury of an inter-
verse commentary that fully explains every verse in a manner not available in any other commentary on this 
planet! 

Thus presented is The Fidelity of God’s Word given so freely to the reader with full understanding! 
I would greatly appreciate this knowledge to become imbued within the reader’s mind to clarify reasoning and 
thus remove the fog created by the utterly useless worldly Christian theologians over the last 1800 years! 
 
And finally for those visitors new to this website, ask yourself this question: 

If you feel that you have learnt more during the few hours you spent reading the whole of this 
correspondence than perhaps over a whole year where you go for enjoyment ‘worshipping’ God, then 
perhaps why not use more of your valuable time in perhaps spending the same amount of time on this 
website where you will see the most righteous plan unfold!  

 


